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Abstract 

Innate Regulation of CD8+ T cells during West Nile virus Neuroinvasive Disease 

By Abigail Vanderheiden 

 

Neuroinvasive West Nile virus (WNV) infection requires CD8+ T cell responses for virologic 

control in the central nervous system (CNS). Here, we investigate the regulation of CD8+ T cells 

in the CNS- draining lymph nodes (LNs), meninges, and brain parenchyma in a mouse model of 

WNV infection. First, we characterized WNV pathogenesis and the WNV-specific CD8+ T cell 

response in these various anatomic compartments. We found that the meninges and CNS-

draining LNs have detectable WNV RNA early during pathogenesis. WNV-specific CD8+ T 

cells from the periphery and CNS-draining lymph nodes exhibited similar profiles , whereas 

WNV-specific CD8+ T cells from meninges and brain had distinct cytokine secretion, expression 

of activation markers, and functionality. Thus, CNS localized WNV-specific CD8+ T cells are 

subject to unique regulation during WNV infection. To explore how CNS-specific regulation 

occurs, we next investigated cell-intrinsic regulators of CD8+ T cell function in the CNS. 

Mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) protein, the central adaptor protein for RIG-I like 

receptor (RLR) signaling, is essential for promoting immunity against WNV infection in the 

CNS. MAVS is expressed in nearly every cell and is localized on the mitochondria. Here, we 

find that MAVS is found within CD8+ T cells and functions in a cell-intrinsic manner to 

promote mitochondrial respiration and cell proliferation. We demonstrate that ablation of MAVS 

in antigen-specific CD8+ T cells leads to dysregulated oxidative phosphorylation transcriptional 

profiles and decreased mitochondrial potential in vivo during virus infection. Through adoptive 

transfer experiments, we determine that MAVS is required for expansion of antigen-specific 

CD8+ T cells. Mechanistically, we found that MAVS functions in CD8+ T cells by positively 

regulating cell proliferation during virus infection. Our findings identify a non-canonical role for 

MAVS as a positive regulator of mitochondrial respiration and cell proliferation of antigen-

specific CD8+ T cells during WNV neuroinvasive disease.   
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INTRODUCTION 

West Nile Virus Pathogenesis and Immunity 

West Nile Virus (WNV) is a neurotropic flavivirus that is endemic throughout the world. 

Originally identified in Uganda in 1937, WNV first came to the United States (U.S.) in 1999 

where it caused an outbreak in New York and the surrounding region (1). WNV quickly 

disseminated across the U.S. and now causes annual outbreaks of encephalitis. Roughly 20% of 

infected individuals develop self-limiting febrile illness; however, in 1 out of 250 infected 

individuals WNV will spread to the central nervous system (CNS) (2, 3). WNV antigen has been 

detected in neurons and neuronal projections located in the spinal cord, brain stem, cerebellum, 

and cortices of infected individuals (4). WNV neuroinvasive disease can cause severe 

neurological symptoms including encephalitis, meningitis, and acute flaccid paralysis, along with 

milder symptoms such as disorientation or headaches (5-7). Patients that recover from WNV 

neuroinvasive disease often suffer from long term neurological impairment, including motor and 

memory dysfunction (8). Since 1999 there have been over 22,000 cases of WNV neuroinvasive 

disease in the U.S. and with no available vaccine or therapeutics approved for humans, WNV 

continues to represents a pressing public health problem (2).  

 

WNV life cycle 

WNV is an 11 kilobase positive sense single stranded RNA virus of the Flaviviridae 

family of arboviruses, other members of which includes Japanese Encephalitic Virus, Dengue 

Virus, and Zika Virus (9). WNV is an arthropod borne virus that circulates between birds and 

mosquitos with incidental infections in humans and other mammals including deer, rodents, 
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elephants and more (10, 11). WNV has been detected in up to 342 different species of birds 

across North America and Europe, with several different WNV lineages that circulate in avian 

populations. These lineages differ in pathogenicity with lineage 3 strains, such as Rabensburg 

Virus, causing subclinical infections in birds, while lineage 1 strains, such as NY99, caused 

widespread mortality in American crows (12). Interestingly, symptomatic Lineage 1 WNV 

infections in European avian populations are sporadic. Mutations in the NY99 strain could 

account for some of the differences in outcome between European and North American 

populations, as a single point mutation in the NS3 protein (T249P) identified in the NY99 strain 

caused higher viremia and mortality (13).  Host genetics could also contribute to differential 

outcomes as certain species of birds are more susceptible to WNV with highest mortality rates 

found among American crows. Lastly, previous immunity could protect against mortality in 

European avian populations, as experimental inoculation of sparrows demonstrated the formation 

of neutralizing antibody responses to WNV (14). Challenge studies in house finches further 

showed cross-protection between St. Louis encephalitis virus and WNV, indicating that 

Flavivirus-experienced populations might be protected against novel strains (15). Regardless of 

symptom severity, experimental inoculation of sparrows and finches demonstrated high levels of 

viremia beginning within 24 hours and sustained until 6-7 days post infection (p.i.), thus 

enabling efficient infection of feeding mosquitos (14, 15).  

WNV is circulated by Culex and Aedes mosquito species, which have a wide geographic 

range that contributes to the prevalence of WNV worldwide as well as the virus’ ability to infect 

a large variety of mammals (16, 17). Once ingested during a blood-meal, WNV replicates first in 

the midgut of the mosquito and ultimately spreads to the salivary gland where it replicates to 

high levels, up to 107 plaque-forming unit equivalents (pfu) (18). Mosquitos protect against 
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pathology through Dicer2 dependent RNA-interference, which will bind to viral RNA and target 

it for degradation (19). Additionally, Dicer2 activation promotes the secretion of a Type I IFN 

analog (Vago) that activates the JAK-STAT pathway and further restricts viral burden in 

mosquitos (19-21). When a WNV infected mosquito encounters a mammal it will probe multiple 

times until reaching a blood vessel, depositing WNV into the skin with each probe. On average a 

mosquito will inoculate 106 pfu in a mammal host (22).  

Entry of WNV to a target cell begins with binding to an unknown receptor, although 

several co-factors have been identified as supportive of WNV entry. The dendritic cell specific 

lectins, DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR bind to glycosylated prM or E which enhances infection. 

However, neither DC-SIGN or DC-SIGNR were sufficient or necessary for WNV infection in 

vitro (23, 24). Additionally, DC-SIGN expression is restricted to a few immune cell subsets and 

WNV can infect a wide variety of cell types across various species, implying the existence of a 

highly conserved cellular receptor. Studies in a mosquito model of infection identified another 

lectin, mosquito C-type lectin, that enabled virus attachment and enhanced entry in a calcium 

dependent manner in mosquitos (25). Whether a similar pathway functions in mammalian cells is 

unknown. Non-lectin proteins have also been identified as entry co-factors, including 

transmembrane and immunoglobulin mucin (TIM) family phosphatidylserine binding proteins 

which facilitate infection by binding to phosphatidylserine on the surface of the WNV virion 

(26). Additionally αvβ3 integrin, which helps initiate the lipid raft pathway, has been reported as 

a WNV receptor through its ability to interact with WNV E protein (27, 28). However, later 

studies demonstrated that αvβ3 integrin was not necessary for WNV internalization, instead the 

virus utilizes the general lipid raft pathway to enter the cell (29). Upon attachment WNV virions 

are internalized by a clathrin-coated pit, and this process is dependent on Rab 5  (30, 31). After 
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internalization the endosome will acidify, inducing the E protein on the virion to extend into 

trimers to mediate fusion of the viral and endosomal membranes  (32, 33). Thus, several proteins 

have been identified as supportive for WNV attachment and entry, but a definitive receptor is yet 

to be found.  

 Membrane fusion results in the release of infectious RNA directly into the cytosol, 

where the WNV genome is translated into a single polyprotein. WNV polyprotein is cleaved into 

7 different proteins; three structural proteins (prM, E, C) that form the virion, and five non-

structural proteins (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5) that have a variety of 

functions (33). Non-structural proteins NS3 and NS2B form a protease complex that is 

responsible for processing the viral polyprotein (34).  Non-structural proteins also play a role in 

inhibiting the host immune response. For example, NS1 is a secreted glycoprotein that enables 

WNV infection by inhibiting the activation of complement protein C4 (35-37). Last, non-

structural proteins have a key role in replicating the WNV genome. NS5 has both 

methyltransferase and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity, which enables copying into 

the antisense then back into the infectious form (38, 39). WNV genome replication occurs in 

specialized replication complexes formed by invaginations of the ER membrane which shield the 

dsRNA intermediate from host immune recognition (40, 41). The formation of ER replication 

complexes requires cholesterol redistribution and is dependent on NS4A-B and NS1 (42-44). 

After genome replication the ssRNA is secreted into the ER through a pore where it associates 

with structural proteins to form an immature virion (41). The immature virion travels through the 

ER-Golgi pathway and upon reaching the trans-Golgi a cellular furin protease will cleave 

immature prM into M (45). This results in a mature WNV enveloped virion with icosahedral 
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symmetry containing the replicated viral genome which is ultimately released from the cell 

through a secretory vesicle (46). 

 

Pathogenesis of WNV infection in mice 

WNV has an excellent mouse model that faithfully recapitulates natural infection by a 

mosquito via subcutaneous foot-pad injection (47). Once in the skin, the virus begins replication 

in keratinocytes, dermal dendritic cells (DCs), and Langerhans cells (48). Infected dendritic cells 

and other antigen presenting cells (APCs) home to the draining lymph node to initiate immunity, 

but this also results in the spread of the virus. Replication of WNV within the draining lymph 

nodes facilitates viremia by day 2 post-infection (p.i.) and subsequent spread to other target 

organs, which include the spleen (48). By day 4 p.i. viral burden reaches its peak in the spleen 

and serum, and is followed by neuroinvasion into the CNS beginning at day 6 p.i. (49). WNV 

replication peaks in the brain between day 8 and 10 p.i., and viral antigen has been noted in the 

cortex, brain stem, and spinal cord. WNV burden declines in the brain by day 15 p.i. However, 

WNV RNA is present in the brain and spinal cord for up to 3 months p.i. (50).  

WNV can enter the brain through a variety of methods; first, the virus can enter the CNS 

via retrograde transport along nerves that are exposed in the periphery (51). WNV can move both 

retrograde and anterograde through axons and studies in hamsters found this contributes not only 

to entry to the CNS, but spread within the CNS as well (51). Second, excess inflammation 

caused by WNV infection can induce a breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) integrity, 

allowing the virus to directly cross the BBB (52). The BBB represents a vital barrier to infection, 

however cytokines released in response to infection, such as TNFα and IL-1β, weaken BBB 

integrity and promote the movement of WNV across the endothelial layer (53). Matrix-
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metalloproteinase-9 is released by macrophages in response to WNV infection, and was found to 

increase BBB permeability thus facilitating WNV neuroinvasion in vivo (54). Conversely, Type I 

and III IFN production tightens the blood brain barrier (53, 55). Studies using a IFNλ-deficient 

mouse demonstrated that IFNλ had no effect on peripheral WNV infection or its replication in 

target cells. However, IFNλ was essential for promoting BBB integrity by regulating the 

localization of endothelial cell junction proteins, ZO-1 and claudin-5, to promote tight-junction 

formation and maintenance (55). Endothelial receptors can also regulate BBB breakdown, as 

ICAM-1 expression promotes BBB dysfunction and mortality in vivo (56). In contrast, AxL and 

MertK expressed on CNS radio-resistant cells tighten the BBB and restrict WNV entry to the 

parenchyma (57). Last, WNV can use the ‘Trojan Horse’ method of transit, in which an infected 

immune cell crosses into the CNS and disseminates the virus (58). Neutrophils are a target of 

WNV, and the entry of infected neutrophils into the CNS in a osteoponin-dependent manner 

promotes disease (58, 59). Once inside the CNS, WNV replicates directly in neurons and can 

spread transynaptically between neurons causing widespread infection (60).  Ultimately, 

neuronal infection leads to pathology and neuronal death via upregulation of caspase-3 leading to 

apoptosis or targeting of infected neurons by infiltrating immune cells (61-63).  

Immune cells circulating through the brain are primarily passing through blood vessels 

located in the meninges. The meninges is a protective tissue layer that envelops the brain and is 

comprised of the dura mater, arachnoid mater, and pia mater. The dura mater is the outermost 

layer and is highly vascularized. The arachnoid mater is the middle layer and is composed of a 

thin epithelial layer which serves as a barrier to limit the exchange of molecules from the dura 

mater into the subarachnoid space, a cerebrospinal fluid filled space. The final layer of the 

meninges, the pia mater, lines the outside of the parenchyma below the subarachnoid space and 
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is the final barrier to limit molecule movement into the brain (64). Recent work has highlighted 

the role of the meninges as an immunologically active space. The dura mater contains diverse 

subsets of immune cells even at steady state, including a substantial resident population of 

dendritic cells and border associated macrophages (65). Studies in models of multiple sclerosis 

have identified the meninges as an important checkpoint that licenses T cell entry into the 

parenchyma (66, 67). While the importance of meningeal immunity has been highlighted for 

autoimmune disorders, little is known about the contribution of the meninges to neuroinvasive 

viral infection.  

The dura mater is also the location of the recently characterized CNS-draining lymphatic 

vessels. These vessels express Lyve-1 and CD31, classical markers of lymphatic vessels, and 

drain to the superficial and deep cervical lymph nodes (scLN and dcLN) (68) (Figure 1). The 

olfactory bulb and sinuses drain primarily to the scLN, while the cerebellum and cortices drain to 

the dcLN. CNS-draining lymphatics have been demonstrated to be functionally important for the 

drainage of CSF and macromolecules from the parenchymal space (69-71). Drainage through the 

CNS lymphatics is essential for CNS health, as studies in an Alzheimer’s model demonstrated 

that disruption of meningeal lymphatic vessels exacerbated β-amyloid accumulation and disease 

severity (72). The CNS-draining lymphatics can also initiate immune responses to a CNS-

specific antigen. In models of multiple sclerosis, drainage through the meningeal lymphatic 

system was necessary for the initiation of encephalitogenic T cell responses (68). Thus, the CNS-

draining lymphatics are a key contributor to CNS immunity, however their role in the 

pathogenesis of viral infections is unclear.  

 

Innate immunity to WNV infection in mice  
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Immunity to WNV begins with the production of cytokines by infected cells, especially 

Type I Interferons (IFN), which are protective against WNV as mice lacking the receptor for 

Type 1 IFNs (Ifnar-/- mice) have greatly increased mortality compared to WT mice (73). Binding 

of Type I IFN to IFNAR results in the phosphorylation of receptor associated kinases, TYK2 and 

JAK1. These molecules relay the signal by phosphorylating a STAT-1 homodimer or a complex 

of STAT1/STAT2/IRF9, which then translocates to the nucleus to act as a transcription factor for 

antiviral gene expression (74). Several antiviral interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) have been 

demonstrated to restrict WNV infection. RNaseL cleaves viral RNA products to amplify 

detection by pattern recognition receptors, and inhibits WNV replication in macrophages and 

murine embryonic fibroblasts (75). Subsequently, mice lacking RNaseL have increased viral 

load in peripheral tissues early during the course of WNV infection (76). The ISG protein kinase 

R (PKR) is a serine/threonine protein kinase that inhibits the translation of viral RNA, and was 

also found to contribute to early protection against WNV infection in mice (76). Characterization 

of ISGs is still ongoing, but IFITM3, IFIT2, Viperin, and Ifi27l2a have all been identified as 

having roles in restricting WNV infection of the CNS (77-80). Thus, Type I IFN signaling 

restricts WNV infection through the induction of ISGs.  

Type I IFN also serves to activate a variety of innate immune cells, including natural 

killer (NK) cells, neutrophils, and dendritic cells (DCs). NK cells can bind WNV E protein via 

NKp44, to trigger degranulation which may help clear infected cells (81). While depletion of NK 

cells does not alter WNV pathogenesis in mice, studies of mice lacking IFN signaling identified 

IFN-promoted NK cell expansion as critical for the restriction of WNV in the liver (82, 83). 

Type I IFN production will also recruit neutrophils, and accordingly increased numbers of 

neutrophils are detectable in the CNS and periphery after WNV infection (84). Antibody 
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depletion of neutrophils before infection resulted in lower viral burden, whereas depletion after 

infection increased viral burden. Suggesting that neutrophils may be pathogenic early, but 

protective later in the course of WNV infection to protection (58). Further studies are needed to 

more precisely delineate the role of NK cells and neutrophils during WNV infection.  

Dendritic cells are not only a key target of WNV infection, but also play a crucial role in 

restricting viral infection, secreting Type I IFN and inflammatory cytokines, and initiating 

adaptive immunity (84-88). There are many subsets of dendritic cells, including conventional 

dendritic cells (cDCs), which are descended from the DC precursor and excel at antigen 

presentation. Specific deletion of IFNAR on cDCs led to higher viral burden and increased 

mortality in mice, supporting a protective role for cDCs during WNV infection (86). cDCs can 

be divided into two subsets, cDC Type I (cDC1) and Type II (cDC2). cDC1s are defined as 

IRF8+XCR1+ and are characterized by their ability to cross-present antigen on MHC-I to 

efficiently prime CD8+ T cells (89, 90). In contrast, cDC2s are defined as IRF4+CD172a+ and 

primarily present antigen on MHC-II to prime CD4+ T cells (90). Selective deletion of cDC1s 

but not cDC2s through the ablation of Batf3, demonstrated that antigen presentation by cDC1s is 

essential for the generation of protective CD8+ T cell responses against WNV infection in mice 

(91). Thus, cDCs play an important role not only in restricting WNV infection, but also initiating 

WNV-specific adaptive immunity.  

 

CD8+ T cells during neuroinvasive West Nile Virus Infection 

 Adaptive immune responses are essential for protection against WNV with both B and T 

cells playing critical roles in limiting viral replication. WNV-specific antibodies are detectable in 
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recovered patients against a variety of WNV proteins and have been demonstrated to neutralize 

the virus post-attachment (92, 93). Mice lacking B cells display increased pathology in the brain 

and higher viral loads (52). Murine studies also found that WNV-specific IgM and IgG provide 

protection as demonstrated by passive transfer studies (94, 95). Analysis of serum from WNV 

convalescent patients have identified CD4+ T cell responses directed against the E protein of 

WNV (96). In mice, CD4+ T cells are important for protection against WNV with Cd4-/- mice 

demonstrating increased morbidity, higher viral loads, and increased pathology between 10-15 

days p.i. (97). CD8+ T cells also play an essential role in protection against neuroinvasive West 

Nile Virus infection. Analysis of symptomatic WNV patients identified WNV-specific CD8+ T 

cell responses, which were primarily restricted to a few epitopes (98). WNV-specific CD8+ T 

cells were found to produce IFNɣ and TNFα in response to stimulation with WNV peptide. 

Additionally, the de-granulation marker CD107a was upregulated on WNV-specific CD8+ T 

cells and correlated with neuroinvasive disease in humans (99).  Early studies in mice 

demonstrated that MhcI-/- or CD8a-/- mice had increased morbidity and viral burden as compared 

to WT mice.  Histopathology analysis also showed greater neuronal death in the mice lacking 

CD8α, thus demonstrating the necessity of CD8+ T cells in protection against neuronal injury 

(100).  

 

Dynamics of CD8+ T cells during WNV infection 

The CD8+ T cell response to viral infection begins when a naïve CD8+ T cell circulating 

through secondary lymphoid organs encounters an antigen-presenting cell (APC). Naïve T cells 

are activated by T cell receptor (TCR) interactions with cognate antigen presented on MHC-I, 

co-stimulation through CD28, and cytokine polarization directed by cDCs (reviewed in (101)). In 
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WNV infection, cDC1 presentation of WNV-peptide complexed to MHC-I was demonstrated to 

be essential for the proper priming of CD8+ T cells (91, 102, 103). Secretion of Type I IFN by 

cDCs or other APCs provides an additional signal to bolster cytotoxic T cell responses against 

WNV (103). After TCR stimulation, CD8+ T cells will undergo rapid proliferation and 

differentiation into short-lived terminal effector cells (SLECs) or memory precursor effector 

cells (MPECs). Effector CD8+ T cells will downregulate CD62L and upregulate CD44 and other 

adhesion markers to allow migration into tissue where CD8+ T cells will identify infected cells 

for killing (101, 104). During WNV infection of wild-type mice, CD8+ T cells increase in 

number in the spleen until their expansion peaks around day 7 post infection. In the brain, CD8+ 

T cells begin infiltrating the parenchyma at 7 days p.i. and peak in numbers between 9-11 days 

p.i. (100). After peak infection, SLECs will undergo apoptosis, and overall numbers of CD8+ T 

cells will contract by day 10 p.i. in the spleen and day 15 p.i. in the brain of WNV infected mice 

(100). After contraction, MPECs will differentiate into memory CD8+ T cells, which can reside 

in the brains of mice recovered from WNV as tissue resident memory CD8+ T Cells (Trm) 

(105).  

Several different TCR specificities can be found throughout the course of the CD8+ T 

cell response to WNV, however the repertoire is primarily comprised of one immunodominant 

TCR clonality specific for the peptide sequence SSVWNATTAI, found within the NS4B protein 

of WNV (106). Our lab has previously generated and characterized a transgenic mouse model 

with CD8+ T cells specific to this NS4B immunodominant epitope, referred to as W4B CD8+ T 

cells (104). In our W4B mouse model, more than 95% of the CD8+ T cells stain positive for the 

NS4b tetramer. Comparison of W4B cells to wild-type (WT) CD8+ T cells found similar rates of 

expansion, cytokine profiles, and tissue residency. Additionally, transfer of W4B cells to naïve 
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mice provided protection against WNV in the brain. Thus, W4B  mice represent a powerful tool 

through which we can track and assess WNV specific CD8+ T cell responses (104).   

 

Regulation of CD8+ T cells in the CNS 

WNV neuroinvasion induces an influx of CD8+ T cells into the brains of infected mice, 

however the entry of WNV-specific CD8+ T cells into the brain parenchyma is tightly regulated. 

Release of CCL5 and CCL3 in the cortex or cerebellum of WNV-infected mice promotes CCR5 

dependent entry of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells into the brain (107). CXCL10 produced by infected 

neurons also promotes recruitment of CD8+ T cells to the brain via interactions with CXCR3 

(108, 109). Other cytokines restrict the ability of CD8+ T cells to enter the parenchyma, such as 

CCR7, which promotes return of CD8+ T cells to the lymph node thus restricting 

neuroinflammation during WNV infection (110). IL-17α may also play a role in regulating the 

migration of CD8+ T cells, as mice lacking IL-17α showed an increase in the number of both 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the brain (111). WNV infection of neurons prompts the secretion of 

high levels of IL-1β, which restricts the influx of CD8+ T cells into the brain (112). 

Mechanistically, IL-1β binds to IL-1R on the endothelial cells of the blood-brain barrier 

prompting the secretion of CXCL12 into the blood vessel. CXCL12 binds to CXCR4 expressed 

on circulating CD8+ T cells, which keeps the T cells in the blood vessel, and prevents 

unnecessary CD8+ T cell infiltration into the parenchyma (113). Beyond chemokine interactions, 

activation receptors can also regulate CD8+ T cell entry to the CNS. CD40 expression on 

endothelial cells of the brain was essential for promoting the movement of CD8+ T cells out of 

blood vessels and into the brain parenchyma during WNV infection (114).  When taken together, 
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these studies demonstrate that the migration of CD8+ T cells into brain parenchyma is a 

controlled process that is fine-tuned by the integration of signals from multiple cytokines. 

Differential localization to the parenchyma, meninges, CNS-draining lymph nodes and 

periphery may impact T cell programming. In the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) 

model, splenic antigen-specific CD8+ T cells from white pulp and red pulp of the spleen 

exhibited phenotypic and functional differences, supporting that anatomic localization can 

influence antiviral T cell responses via environmental cues (115). During coronavirus infection, 

CD8+ T cells were shown to require a re-activation signal for effective viral clearance after 

recruitment by CCL19 and CCL21-producing stroma cells in the meninges (116). In the 

experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE) model, CNS-infiltrating auto-reactive CD4+ T 

cells have been shown to contribute to CNS damage following reactivation within the meninges 

upon stimulation from local APCs presumably presenting myelin antigen (66, 117).  Last, during 

WNV infection, there is evidence that upon CNS entry, CD8+ T cells are ‘re-licensed’ via 

interactions with brain-resident CD11c+ DCs (118). Altogether, these findings suggest that 

localization to the CNS space re-programs antigen specific CD8+ T cells; however, the impact of 

re-programming on T cell function is not well understood.   

 

Mechanisms of viral clearance by CD8+ T cells 

Once CD8+ T cells enter the brain parenchyma, they utilize a variety of cytolytic and 

non-cytolytic mechanisms to control WNV infection. Early studies found that production of 

IFNγ and TNFα by CD8+ T cells is associated with a better prognosis (100, 112). Mechanistic 

work in mice has determined that IFNɣ and TNFα protect against mortality, and restrict viral 
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infection of neurons non-cytolytically through JAK/STAT signaling (49, 119, 120). Perforin is a 

cytotoxic molecule released by effector CD8+ T cells that activates the intrinsic apoptotic 

pathway, and was found to be essential for limiting viral burden and mortality during WNV 

neuroinvasive disease in mice (82).  FasL and TRAIL are both expressed on the surface of 

effector CD8+ T cells and bind to receptors on the target cell to induce the extrinsic apoptotic 

pathway. FasL and TRAIL were demonstrated to promote CD8+ T cell mediated control of 

WNV in the brain by inducing apoptosis of infected neurons (121, 122) (Figure 1). Thus, CD8+ 

T cells use a variety of mechanisms to control WNV infection in neurons.   

 

Innate Immune Signaling during viral infections 

Toll-like Receptor Pathway  

 Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are a family of 12 membrane embedded pattern recognition 

receptors (PRRs) that detect pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). TLRs can be 

localized to the cell surface, endosome, or lysosome. TLRs detect a variety of bacterial, fungal, 

and viral PAMPs depending on the location and TLR identity. Cell surface localized TLRs 

primarily recognize bacterial and fungal motifs, such as TLR4 which recognizes LPS. However, 

TLR3, 7, and 9 are endosomal TLRs that recognize viral RNA (dsRNA, ssRNA, and CpG motifs 

respectively) (123, 124). TLRs are composed of a leucine-rich repeat ectodomain that recognizes 

the PAMP, a transmembrane domain, and a Toll-IL-1R (TIR) domain that initiates downstream 

signaling. Upon recognition of a PAMP, the TLR will recruit adaptor proteins MyD88 or TRIF 

to the TIR domain which will relay the signal and result in the eventual translocation of NFκB or 

IRF-3, -7 to the nucleus. Together these transcription factors induce production of Type I IFN 
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and the initiation of anti-viral gene expression (125). During WNV infection, the TLR pathway 

helps protect against disease as TLR3 and TLR7, but not TLR9, promote survival and restrict 

viral burden in the CNS (126, 127). Accordingly, MyD88 signaling also restricted CNS viral 

burden to promote survival and reduce pathology during WNV infection of mice (128). Thus, the 

TLR pathway is critical for restricting WNV infection.  

 

Nod-like Receptor Pathway  

Nod-like receptors (NLRs) are a family of pattern recognition receptors that are 

comprised of three general domains, a protein-protein interaction domain (CARD or PYD), a 

nucleotide binding domain responsible for oligomerization of the NLRs, and a leucine rich 

region which senses the pathogen. NLRs are encoded by a family of 22 genes and can recognize 

a wide variety of PAMPs and danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) ranging from LPS 

to viral RNA/ DNA to intracellular ATP. Two of the best studied NLRs are NLRP3, which can 

recognize a broad range of fungi, bacteria, and virus, and NLRC4, which primarily recognizes 

bacteria (129, 130).  Once a NLR encounters a PAMP, it will oligomerize with other NLR 

proteins and recruit apoptosis associated speck like protein (ASC). ASC is composed of a PYD 

and CARD domain. The PYD domain interacts with the NLR while the CARD domain can bind 

to pro-caspase-1. Assembly of NLR, ASC, and pro-caspase 1 forms a complex called the 

inflammasome, which induces the auto-proteolytic cleavage of pro-caspase-1 into active, 

enzymatic caspase-1 (131). Cleaved caspase-1 will subsequently cleave pro-IL-1β or pro-IL-18 

into the mature form resulting in cytokine release from the cell to begin a pro-inflammatory 

response (131). Activated caspase-1 can also cleave Gasdermin D, which subsequently inserts 

into the plasma membrane to form pores and ultimately results in pyroptosis, a form of pro-
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inflammatory cell death (132). Thus, recognition of a virus by NLRs results in inflammasome 

formation and pro-inflammatory cytokine release or cell death.  

 During WNV infection of mice, NLRP3 but not NLRC4 was found to promote survival 

(112). NLRP3 restricted viral burden in the CNS and promoted IL-1β secretion (112). 

Accordingly, ASC also protected against mortality and CNS viral burden during WNV infection 

(133). Production of IL-1β and expression of IL-1R are essential for protection against WNV and 

limiting CNS viral burden (112). IL-1R signaling on dendritic cells or macrophages was key to 

inducing expression of antiviral genes and Type I IFN during WNV infection in vitro (134).  

Analysis of IL-1β in vivo has demonstrated that IL-1R signaling is also essential for the dendritic 

cell mediated priming of T cells and regulating recruitment of T cells across the BBB (113, 118). 

Together these data demonstrate the importance of inflammasomes and IL-1β signaling in 

controlling WNV infection.  

 

Rig-I-like Receptor Pathway 

 The Rig-I-like receptor (RLR) family is a group of DExD/H box RNA helicases which 

includes RIG-I, MDA5, and LGP2 that function as pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) to 

recognize viral RNA. RIG-I and MDA5 detect non-self, viral RNA by binding to pathogen 

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). WNV contains multiple PAMPS that allow RIG-I to 

bind both positive and negative sense WNV RNA (135). Upon binding of viral RNA by RIG-I 

and MDA5, the PRRs undergo K63-linked ubiquitination which induces a conformational 

change allowing their CARD domains to become accessible (136, 137). LGP2 lacks CARD 

domains and does not bind viral RNA (138). Instead, LGP2 appears to act as a negative regulator 
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of RIG-I activation by preventing its ubiquitination, thus providing a mechanism for fine tuning 

of the RLR pathway response during viral infections (139, 140). Upon adoption of an ‘open’ 

conformation the CARD domains of RIG-I and MDA5, will bind to mitochondrial antiviral 

signaling protein (MAVS), which is the central adaptor protein for the RLR pathway. MAVS 

consists of a CARD domain, a proline rich region, and a transmembrane domain that tethers 

MAVS to the mitochondrial membrane. Binding of RIG-I/MDA5 to the MAVS’ CARD domain 

will induce oligomerization of MAVS on the mitochondria (141). The MAVS aggregate is then 

able to recruit a wide variety of proteins and serve as a scaffolding complex for the 

phosphorylation or ubiquitination of downstream signaling molecules (138) (Figure 2). 

 The MAVS signalosome serves as the central hub for the RLR pathway and during 

canonical RLR signaling, MAVS aggregates recruit TBK1 and IKKε to undergo phosphorylation. 

Activated TBK1 and IKKε in turn phosphorylate IRF3 and IRF7, allowing their translocation to 

the nucleus where the IRFs promote transcription of Type I IFN (85) (Figure 2). During WNV 

infection of dendritic cells in vitro, MAVS was shown to be essential for the induction of Type I 

IFN. Interestingly, Type I IFN could be produced independently of IRF3 and IRF7, and instead 

the RLR pathway could signal through IRF5 to induce Type I IFN. Thus, IRF-3, -5, and -7 play 

semi-redundant roles in initiating the Type I IFN response during WNV infection (85). ELF4 was 

also found to be critical in protection against WNV, as activation of ELF4 by the MAVS 

signalosome results in cooperative binding of ELF4 and IRF-3,-7 to enhance Type I IFN 

production (142). Thus canonical RLR signaling results in a highly coordinated and regulated 

production of Type I IFN.  

However, MAVS has been linked to a multitude of pathways beyond Type I IFN 

production. MAVS aggregates promote the  phosphorylation of IKKα and IKKβ, which in turn 
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activate NF-κB (138). NFκB is an positive regulator of the immune response that will promote the 

activation of DCs, antiviral effector genes, and the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

(reviewed in (143)) (Figure 2). MAVS signaling can also induce cell death through the activation 

of caspases-3/7, caspase-8, p53 signaling, or NLRP3 inflammasome formation (144-146) (Figure 

2). Additionally, RLR signaling is linked to the regulation of mitophagy and mitochondrial 

dynamics. RIG-I mediated induction of the RLR pathway promotes mitochondrial elongation and 

autophagy in vitro (147, 148). RLR mediated autophagy is dependent on LC3 and induced by 

ectopic expression of  MAVS, which results in a disruption of the mitochondrial membrane 

potential. This initiates a feedback-loop mechanism, in which mitophagy prevents excess Type I 

IFN production during viral infections (148) (Figure 2). MAVS interacts with several key 

regulators of mitochondrial dynamics. MAVS signaling is inhibited by NLRX1, a NOD-like 

receptor, and mitofusin-2 (MFN2), a key regulator of mitochondrial fusion (149, 150). Whereas, 

mitofusin-1 (MFN1) and Tom70, a mitochondrial protein translocase, potentiate MAVS signaling 

(149-152). Thus, MAVS signaling serves as central hub for controlling cytokine production, cell 

death, and even metabolism.  

RLRs during WNV infection 

 The RLR pathway is critical for protection against flaviviruses, including WNV. Ex vivo 

studies in mouse embryonic fibroblasts found that both RIG-I and MDA5 are activated by WNV 

infection, with RIG-I playing a role early in infection, and MDA5 predominating later during 

infection (153). In vivo, mice lacking RIG-I or MDA5 have increased mortality during WNV 

infection. MDA5 knockout mice have higher viral loads in the serum and CNS (154). MAVS 

also has an important role in protection against WNV infection, as Mavs-/- mice have increased 

mortality, viral load in both the periphery and CNS, and pathology as compared to WT mice. 
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MAVS not only promotes Type I IFN production, but also restricts inflammatory cytokine 

production, regulates dendritic cell subset composition, and contributes to the formation of 

balanced T and B cell responses (84).  

Studies of T and B cell responses have demonstrated significant impacts of the RLR 

pathway on adaptive immunity. Antibody levels are altered in mice lacking MAVS and follow-up 

studies with a non-pathogenic strain of WNV (WNV-Madagascar) found that MAVS signaling in 

cDCs drove memory B cell responses (84, 87). Mice lacking MAVS also have altered CD4 T cell 

responses as investigations with WNV-Madagascar found that primary CD4 T cell responses 

require MAVS signaling, but recall responses are unaffected (155). Additionally, MAVS promotes 

the expansion and function of T regulatory cells (Treg) in the CNS in an extrinsic manner (84, 

156).  CD8+ T cell responses are also impacted by RLR signaling. Cell-intrinsic LGP2  was found 

to promote CD8+ T cell fitness and survival by regulating CD95 dependent apoptosis in the CNS 

(157). Adoptive transfer studies identified MDA5 as necessary for CD8+ T cell control of virus in 

the CNS but not the periphery (154). Finally, global loss of MAVS signaling results in an 

exaggerated influx of CD8+ T cells into the parenchyma (84). However, the cell-specific impact 

of MAVS signaling on CD8+ T cell function in the CNS has not been addressed.  

 

Summary 

 In the following work, we explore the regulation of CD8+ T cells in the CNS during WNV 

infection. In part 1, we investigate the contribution of anatomic localization to the regulation of 

CD8+ T cell phenotype and function. We demonstrate that substantial differences exist in the 

expression of activation markers, inhibitory receptors, and cytokine secretion between WNV-
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specific CD8+ T cells localized to the periphery, CNS-draining lymph nodes, meninges, and brain 

parenchyma. Peripheral and brain parenchymal localized CD8+ T cells had the most disparate 

phenotypes, with substantial transcriptomic differences in cytokine responses, effector molecules, 

and metabolic pathways. A co-culture system determined that brain resident CD8+ T cells were 

more efficient at controlling WNV than peripheral CD8+ T cells. We next investigated cell-

intrinsic factors that might contribute to the unique profile of brain localized CD8+ T cells. As 

RLR signaling pathway components have been previously implicated in the regulation of CD8+ T 

cell responses in the CNS, in part 2 we determined the cell-intrinsic role of MAVS in CNS-

localized CD8+ T cells. First, we found that MAVS promotes mitochondrial elongation and 

oxidative phosphorylation in response to TCR stimulation. In vivo this led to a dysregulated 

metabolic profile and decreased mitochondrial potential in the absence of MAVS. Furthermore, 

MAVS-mediated metabolism promoted CD8+ T cell expansion in response to TCR stimulation 

and was essential for promoting the expansion of WNV-specific CD8+ T cells in the CNS in a 

mouse model. Together, these data find that cell-intrinsic MAVS regulates mitochondrial 

metabolism to promote WNV-specific CD8+ T cell expansion in the CNS.  
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Figure 1. CD8+ T cells use cytolytic and non-cytolytic mechanisms to control virus in the 

CNS. The brain parenchyma is enclosed by a meningeal layer through which lymphatic vessels 

run. These lymphatic vessels take up cerebrospinal fluid, macromolecules, and immune cells 

which are drained to either the superficial cervical or deep cervical lymph node (scLN and 

dcLN). WNV replicates directly in neurons upon reaching the brain parenchyma. WNV-specific 

CD8+ T cells home to the infected parenchyma where they identify infected neurons and use 

cytotoxic molecule secretion (perforin), cytotoxic receptor expression (FasL, TRAIL), and non-

cytotoxic cytokine secretion (TNFα, IFNɣ) to control viral replication in neurons.  
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Figure 2. MAVS is the central hub for the Rig-I Like receptor signaling pathway. RLR 

signaling begins with the recognition of viral RNA PAMPs by the PRRs, RIG-I or MDA5. The 

RLR will undergo a conformational change allowing its CARDs to bind to corresponding CARD 

domains on MAVS. MAVS is located on the outer mitochondrial membrane, and upon binding 

with a RLR, MAVS will form prion-like aggregates which form the central signaling hub for 

downstream relays. MAVS will recruit and facilitate the phosphorylation of Traf6 and TBK1, 

which in turn phosphorylate IRF3/7 and NFκB. This ultimately leads to the transcription of Type 

I IFNs and other antiviral genes. MAVS can also interact with Caspase-8, p53, and the NLRP3 

inflammasome to promote apoptosis. MAVS signaling is intricately linked with mitochondrial 

dynamics, and activation of MAVS can promote mitophagy, which in turn downregulates RLR 

signaling.   
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ABSTRACT  

Neuroinvasive West Nile virus (WNV) infection requires CD8+ T cell responses for virologic 

control in the central nervous system (CNS). Here, we investigate the contribution of the CNS- 

draining lymph nodes (LNs) and meninges to WNV pathogenesis and CD8+ T cell immunity. We 

found that the meninges and CNS-draining LNs have detectable WNV RNA early during 

pathogenesis, prior to parenchymal invasion. Characterization of the immune response in these 

compartments observed conventional dendritic cell accumulation and activation corresponding to 

viral kinetics. WNV-specific CD8+ T cells in the CNS-draining LNs and meninges were activated 

and in the effector phase. However, WNV-specific CD8+ T cells in the brain and meninges had 

distinct cytokine and inhibitory marker expression as compared to CNS-draining lymph nodes.  A 

neuronal-CD8+ T cell co-culture model demonstrated that this profile contributed to more efficient 

control of WNV in infected neurons. These findings highlight the early involvement of CNS-

draining lymphatics during WNV pathogenesis and how anatomic localization influences CD8+ T 

cell function. 
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INTRODUCTION  

West Nile virus (WNV) is a neurotropic mosquito-borne flavivirus of global importance (6, 83, 

158-160). Neuroinvasive WNV infection results in encephalitis and can lead to prolonged 

neurological impairment or death (6, 158-160). Induction of the host response mediates early 

virologic control in the periphery and promotes priming of adaptive immunity (161-163). 

Following early replication and dissemination to secondary lymphoid tissues, the neuroinvasive 

stage is characterized by brain parenchymal invasion, neuronal infection, neuroinflammation, and 

neuronal cell death (83, 164).  

 

Meningeal immunity has been demonstrated to play a pivotal role in central nervous system (CNS) 

defense against pathogen invasion (116, 165, 166). Antigen-presenting cells (APCs), such as 

dendritic cells (DCs) and border-associated macrophages (MΦs), within the meninges (dura, 

arachnoid and pia mater), choroid plexus, and perivascular spaces serve in an immune surveillance 

capacity to protect the CNS from invading pathogens (167-169). Immune cells traffic through 

meningeal lymphatic vessels, which drain to the superficial and deep cervical lymph nodes (scLNs 

and dcLNs, respectively) and support interactions between peripheral and CNS-localized immune 

cell populations (68-71). Conventional DCs (cDCs) excel at initiating T cell responses by 

presenting antigen on MHC I (major histocompatibility complex class I) and MHC II, and directing 

T cell polarization through cytokine secretion. In contrast, plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) are less 

efficient at antigen presentation, but produce extensive amounts of type I interferon (IFN-I) in 

response to viral RNA and DNA (170-173). DCs, a key target cell of WNV infection, limit early 

viral replication and dissemination in the periphery through the production of IFN-I, pro-

inflammatory cytokines, and priming of both humoral and cell-mediated responses (84-86, 91, 95, 
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118). Previous studies indicate that Batf3–/– mice, which lack cDC1s, fail to generate optimal 

WNV-specific effector CD8+ T cell responses (91, 103). Furthermore, infected and bystander 

CD8α+ CD11c+ DCs, but only infected CD11b+ CD11c– myeloid cells, have been shown to present 

the immune-dominant WNV NS4B peptide epitope in complex with MHC I during WNV 

infection. Thus, supporting that DCs are critical for priming protective CD8+ T cell responses 

(174). Altogether, we have a broad understanding of the kinetics of viral spread in major tissue 

compartments and the integral role of DCs in virologic control; however, an in-depth examination 

of viral kinetics and immune cell dynamics within the meninges and CNS-draining lymphatics is 

notably lacking. 

 

CD8+ T cells are essential for control of WNV infection (100, 175). Mice lacking CD8α or MHC-

I exhibit increased mortality, higher viral burden in the CNS and periphery, and exaggerated 

pathology in the brain compared to wild-type mice (100). During WNV neuroinvasive disease, 

CD8+ T cells enter the brain parenchyma from the meningeal vasculature in a CXCR3 dependent 

fashion (108, 176). Once in the parenchymal space, CD8+ T cells control WNV through the 

secretion of cytotoxic molecules, and production of antiviral cytokines such as TNF-α and IFN-γ 

(49, 82, 121, 122, 177-179). CNS-infiltrating antiviral CD8+ T cells require a reactivation signal 

from CNS-localized DC or MΦ populations during WNV infection, and the meninges have been 

speculated to be the site of these crucial interactions (118, 180). However, the characteristics of 

meningeal APCs and CD8+ T cells has not been assessed during WNV infection.  

 

Differential localization to the parenchyma, meninges, CNS-draining LNs and periphery may 

impact T cell programming. In the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) model, splenic 
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antigen-specific CD8+ T cells from white pulp and red pulp of the spleen exhibited phenotypic and 

functional differences, supporting that anatomic localization can influence antiviral T cell 

responses via environmental cues (115). During coronavirus infection, CD8+ T cells were shown 

to require a re-activation signal for effective viral clearance after recruitment by CCL19 and 

CCL21-producing stroma cells in the meninges (116). In the experimental autoimmune 

encephalitis (EAE) model, CNS-infiltrating auto-reactive CD4+ T cells have been shown to 

contribute to CNS damage following reactivation within the meninges upon stimulation from local 

APCs presumably presenting myelin antigen (66, 117). Altogether, these findings suggest that 

localization to the CNS space re-programs antigen specific CD8+ T cells; however, whether this 

process occurs during WNV infection is unknown.  

 

In this study, we investigated how CNS-draining lymphatics and meninges contribute to WNV 

pathogenesis, and CD8+ T cell immunity. We found that WNV RNA was detectable in the CNS-

draining lymphatics and meninges prior to infiltration to the parenchyma. cDC activation and 

accumulation corresponded to peak viral burden in each tissue. Accumulation of WNV-specific 

CD8+ T cells in the CNS-draining LNs occurred prior to meningeal T cells expansion, which 

increased at later time points concurrent with brain T cell populations. Splenic and brain WNV-

specific CD8+ T cells exhibited disparate phenotypic profiles, while T cells from CNS-draining 

LNs and meninges displayed unique intermediate signatures. Substantial transcriptional 

differences were observed for splenic and CNS-localized WNV-specific CD8+ T cells, with CNS-

localized WNV-specific CD8+ T cells exhibiting high inhibitory receptor and cytokine expression. 

Most notably, CNS-localized antigen-specific CD8+ T cells were more efficient at controlling 

WNV infection of cortical neurons than splenic antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. Thus, 
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demonstrating that anatomic localization influences the phenotypic signature and functional 

capacity of WNV-specific CD8+ T cells. Our findings represent the first comprehensive analysis 

of early viral kinetics and immune cell dynamics between peripheral, CNS-draining lymphoid 

tissues, meninges, and brain during neuroinvasive flavivirus infection.  
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RESULTS  

Viral RNA detection and activated cDC accumulation in CNS-draining lymph nodes precede 

parenchymal invasion. To determine which components of the CNS and CNS-draining 

lymphatics, which include the superficial cervical lymph node (scLN) and deep cervical lymph 

node (dcLN), are seeded by WNV and evaluate viral kinetics, we performed qPCR for viral RNA 

on CNS-draining LNs, brain, and meninges (Fig. 1A). WNV was detectable in the scLN and dcLN 

by 2 days p.i., with viral RNA peaking between 4-6 days p.i. (Fig. 1B). Viral RNA was detectable 

in the meninges as early as 4 days p.i., preceding the initial spike in viral replication in the brain 

which occurred between 4 and 6 days p.i. (Fig. 1B). Notably, CNS-draining LNs and meninges 

did not show a decline in viral RNA burden by 6 days p.i. unlike other peripheral compartments 

(Fig. 1B). Analysis of interferon-stimulated genes, IFIT1 and RSAD2, showed an increase in 

expression by day 2 p.i. and peaking at day 4 p.i. in the scLN. ISG expression in the dcLN began 

at day 4 p.i. and increased through day 6 p.i. ISG expression in the meninges and brain was 

undetectable until day 4 p.i. (Fig. 1C-D). Thus, WNV seeds the CNS-draining lymphatics and 

meninges and induces ISG expression prior to parenchymal invasion.  

 

Since DCs and macrophages are important targets of WNV infection, we sought to define the 

dynamics of antigen presenting cell populations within the CNS-draining lymph nodes and 

meninges. Monocyte numbers peaked at day 2 p.i. in the scLN and dcLN, declining by day 8 p.i. 

In contrast, monocyte numbers did not increase in the meninges and brain until 8 days p.i. (Fig. 

2A). moDCs peaked between 2-4 days p.i. in the CNS-draining lymph nodes, but did not 

significantly increase in the meninges (Fig. 2B). cDC1 and cDC2 populations had similar kinetics, 

peaking in the scLN and dcLN at day 2 p.i., while meningeal and brain cDCs did not increase until 
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day 8 p.i. (Fig. 2C-D). pDC numbers remained steady in most compartments with a small increase 

observed in the dcLN at day 8 p.i. (Fig. 2E). In total, APC population dynamics correlated with 

viral kinetics in the scLN and dcLN, while the meninges and brain had a delayed accumulation of 

APC populations in response to WNV infection.  

 

As discussed above, cDCs are critical for priming an effective antigen specific T cell response. 

Therefore, we performed further analysis on the cDC population to determine activation status. 

We investigated the expression of MHC-I and CD86 on cDCs across CNS tissues during peak 

viral burden for each respective tissue (see Fig. 1B). cDCs isolated from the scLN, dcLN, and 

meninges all had increased expression of MHC-I (1.5-2-fold increase over mock) at 4 days p.i. 

(Fig. 2E-F). CD86 expression was elevated compared to mock in the scLN (~ 2-fold). However, 

CD86 was not significantly enriched on cDCs in the dcLN or meninges at 4 days p.i., indicating 

that some tissue-specific effects are impacting activation (Fig. 2E-F). We also noted that both 

MHC-I and CD86 had much lower expression on day 0 and day 4 p.i. in the meninges as compared 

to the CNS-draining lymph nodes (Fig. 2F). Altogether, these results support the initiation of an 

inflammatory response to WNV infection as demonstrated by the accumulation of activated APCs 

in the CNS-draining LNs and meninges.  

 

Phenotypic differences between WNV specific CD8+ T cells based on anatomic localization. 

To further examine changes in the cellular composition of CNS-draining LNs and meninges, we 

evaluated expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells during WNV infection. To examine WNV-

specific CD8+ T cell responses we utilized a tetramer expressing the immunodominant epitope 

from the NS4B protein of WNV (104). WNV-specific CD8+ T cells expand in CNS-draining LNs 
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and meninges by 7 days p.i., (Fig. 3A). By 10 days p.i., WNV-specific CD8+ T cells have 

contracted in the CNS-draining LNs but numbers remained high in the meninges (Fig. 3A). Within 

the brain, WNV-specific CD8+ T cell populations increase by 7 days p.i. with variability across 

mice. However, by 10 days p.i. all mice have consistently high numbers of WNV-specific CD8+ 

T cells (Fig. 3A). Notably, WNV-specific NS4B Tetramer+ CD8+ T cells accounted for roughly 

30% of the total CD8+ T cell population in the meninges and approximately 45% of total CD8+ T 

cells in the brain at 10 days p.i. (Fig. 3A). In total, these data find tissue-specific dynamics of 

WNV-specific CD8+ T cell accumulation with the kinetics in CNS-draining LNs more closely 

resembling that observed in the periphery rather than the meninges and brain.  

 

The tissue specific immune cell dynamics noted above, prompted investigation into potential 

differences in CD8+ T cell phenotype and function from peripheral lymphoid tissues, CNS-

draining lymphoid tissues, meninges, and brain. These analyses could not be performed on bulk 

CD8+ T cell populations as the results would be skewed by the differences in antigen-specific T 

cell frequencies between tissues (Fig. 3A). Therefore, to normalize the WNV-specific CD8+ T cell 

frequencies, we utilized our W4B T cell receptor (TCR)-transgenic mouse model, which have 

CD8+ T cells specific for the immunodominant epitope in the WNV NS4B protein (104). W4B 

cells were adoptively transferred to wild-type mice of a different congenic background, which 

were then infected, and tissues harvested at 7 days p.i. for flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 3B). We 

utilized congenic markers to select for the transferred cells, of which >99% were WNV-specific 

(Fig. 3B). 
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We first compared the expression of various surface markers associated with CD8+ T cell 

activation and effector function between CNS compartments at 7 days p.i.. Bulk, non-WNV 

specific (NS4B Tet-) CD8+ T cells, which serve as a negative control, displayed low expression of 

CD44, a canonical marker of CD8+ T cell activation (Fig. 3C). Conversely, WNV-specific W4B 

cells from spleen, scLN, dcLN, meninges and brain were all activated as indicated by upregulated 

CD44 expression (Fig. 3C). Interestingly, there were varying levels of CD44 expression among 

activated W4B cells across tissues (Fig. 3C). Cells isolated from the spleen and the meninges had 

the lowest MFIs, while cells isolated from the scLN, dcLN and brain had markedly higher MFIs 

(~ 2-fold higher) (Fig. 3C). Previous work has demonstrated that W4B cells residing in highly 

vascularized tissue have higher CD44 expression during WNV infection (104). Therefore, CD44 

is upregulated across anatomic compartments in response to WNV infection, but higher CD44 

expression may correlate with tissue vascularization.  

 

Analysis of KLRG1 expression, another marker upregulated on CD8+ T cells during the effector 

phase, found that cells from the spleen (28%) and meninges (27%) had the highest frequency of 

KLRG1+ W4B cells (Fig. 3D). In contrast, W4B cells from the CNS-draining LNs and brain had 

a significantly lower frequency of KLRG1+ cells (Fig. 3D). This suggests that W4B cells isolated 

from the spleen and meninges are most likely to be in the effector phase; however, when we 

examined inducible markers of activation, we did not see the same pattern. ICOS is an activation-

induced co-stimulatory marker, and its expression was highest in the scLN, meninges and brain, 

suggesting that W4B cells in the brain, meninges, and scLN are receiving the most co-stimulatory 

signals at 7 days p.i. (Fig. 3C). Analysis of PD-1, a co-inhibitory marker, found that the meninges 

(18%) and brain (10%) had the highest percentage of PD-1 expressing W4B cells, whereas the 
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spleen (2.5%) and CNS-draining LNs (less than 5%) were significantly lower (Fig. 3D). PD-1 is 

upregulated after TCR activation, but its expression is also maintained when cells are receiving 

inhibitory signals. Therefore, PD-1 upregulation could reflect either recent stimulation with 

cognate antigen or the presence of immunoregulatory signals in the CNS (181-183). In total, these 

results demonstrate that CD8+ T cells isolated from peripheral and CNS compartments have 

distinct phenotypes during WNV infection. W4B cells isolated from the CNS-draining LNs 

displayed extremely similar activation phenotypes, while the meninges and brain shared some but 

not all phenotypic markers.  

 

WNV-specific CD8+ T cells from peripheral and CNS compartments are transcriptionally 

distinct. To further explore the unique programming of CNS localized CD8+ T cells at the 

transcriptional level, we performed mRNA-seq analysis. We characterized brain W4B cells as 

representative for the CNS compartment and splenic CD8+ T cells for comparison. To analyze 

transcriptional differences between peripheral and CNS-localized WNV-specific CD8+ T cells, we 

utilized the same transgenic adoptive transfer system described above. W4B cells were transferred 

into naïve C57BL/6J mice (50,000 cells per mouse), and W4B cells were sorted from the spleen 

and brain at 7 days p.i. for RNA-seq (Fig. 4A). 

 

Differential gene expression analysis found that while there was overlapping gene expression 

between the two anatomic locations (1746 genes), 934 genes were uniquely expressed in splenic 

W4B cells and 736 genes in brain W4B cells (the following cutoffs were used: p<0.001, fold-

change >2 or <-2) (Fig. 4B). Many downregulated genes (as compared to naïve) were shared by 

W4B cells from both compartments (Fig. 4C). Notably, brain W4B cells upregulated many genes 
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compared to naïve that were not expressed in the splenic W4B cells (422 genes), suggesting that 

localization to the CNS imparts many transcriptional changes as compared to splenic W4B cells 

from both naïve and infected mice (Fig. 4C).  

 

Flow cytometry analysis indicated differences in activation status in the CNS compartments (Fig. 

3), therefore we next compared the differentiation profiles between the splenic and brain W4B 

cells. Genes associated with a terminal effector profile, (highlighted in blue) were upregulated 

compared to mock in both splenic and brain W4B cells, with most of these genes equally expressed 

in the spleen and brain (Fig. 4D). Accordingly, genes associated with a memory precursor profile 

(highlighted in green) were downregulated compared to mock in both anatomic locations (Fig. 

4D).  Collectively this indicates that brain and splenic W4B cells are firmly in the terminal effector 

phase of their response.  

 

Closer examination of selected genes related to the terminal effector determine that antiviral 

cytokines (Ifng), cytotoxic receptors (Fasl), and cytotoxic molecules (Gzmb, Prf1) all displayed 

higher levels of expression in brain W4B cells compared to splenic W4B cells (Fig. 4E). Analysis 

of genes for activation receptors found that several activation receptors (Cd69, Klrk1) were 

enriched in brain W4B cells as compared to splenic W4B cells (Fig. 4F). Since flow cytometry 

data found a higher frequency of PD-1 expression for brain and meningeal W4B cells (Fig. 3D), 

we next examined whether other inhibitory receptors were differentially expressed in brain and 

splenic W4B cells. Strikingly, multiple inhibitory receptors (Ctla4, Lag3, Tigit, Pdcd1 (PD-1), 

Il10ra, Cd244) displayed increased expression on brain W4B cells (Fig. 4F). Altogether taken in 
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context with the phenotypic and transcriptomic profiles, brain W4B cells appear to be highly 

activated effector-phase cells with a potent antiviral phenotype  

 

To investigate other potential areas of CD8+ T cell function that are altered in the CNS compared 

to the periphery, we performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) using the Hallmarks data set. 

Many pathways were highly enriched in the brain W4B cells compared to the splenic W4B cells 

as indicated by positive normalized enrichment scores (NES). Interestingly, one of the pathways 

upregulated in the brain W4B cells is signaling through the TGF-β receptor (Fig. 4G), which 

correlates with our increased inhibitory marker expression (Fig. 4F). Several pathways enriched 

in brain W4B cells were related to metabolic signaling, this included; cholesterol homeostasis, 

glycolysis, mTORC1 signaling, as well as a hypoxia response (Fig. 4G). However, 3 of the 4 

pathways with the highest enrichment score are related to inflammatory cytokine signaling (IL-2 

signaling, IFNɣ response, and inflammatory response) (Fig. 4G) Examination of genes involved 

in cytokine receptor signaling and response (highlighted in purple) found that many of these genes 

were only upregulated in the brain W4B cells but not in the spleen (Fig. 4H). Specifically, 

components of the IL-12R and IL-2R signaling pathway, such as Il2ra, Il12rb1, and Stat1 were 

upregulated in the brain compared to the splenic W4B cells (Fig. 4I).  Transcription factors 

induced by these signaling pathways (IRF family members, Jun, Fos) were also selectively 

enriched in brain W4B cells (Fig. 4I). Overall, brain W4B cells have enrichment of many unique 

metabolic and cytokine signaling pathways, specifically IL-12 and IL-2 signaling which will 

promote the production of cytokines and cytotoxic molecules (184).  
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Transcriptional analysis of brain and splenic W4B cells revealed that WNV-specific CD8+ T cells 

localized to the CNS are terminally differentiated effector cells, feature a highly antiviral profile, 

and express high levels of activation receptors. Brain W4B cells display signs of a regulatory 

environment with increased inhibitory receptor expression and TGF-β signaling. CNS localized 

W4B cells also have enriched expression of cytokine signaling pathways (IL-2, and IL-12) that 

will promote CD8+ T cell effector function. Together these data indicate the brain micro-

environment may contribute to a unique CD8+ T cell profile.  

 

Meningeal and brain CD8+ T cells efficiently control virus via polyfunctional cytokine 

secretion. Our mRNA-Seq data indicated high expression of effector function molecules in CNS 

localized CD8+ T cells. To investigate differences in the cytokine production capacity of W4B 

cells across anatomic locations, we performed an ex vivo stimulation. Splenocytes isolated at 7 

days p.i. were stimulated with their cognate antigen (NS4B peptide), and cytokines were 

accumulated within the cell via treatment with GolgiStop. As expected, unstimulated splenic W4B 

cells did not produce cytokines, and nearly all stimulated W4B cells displayed detectable levels of 

cytokine production (Fig. 5A). Thus, demonstrating that W4B cells are activated and able to 

respond to WNV at 7 days p.i. in the surveyed tissues. While all W4B cells responded to 

stimulation, we observed dramatically different cytokine profiles between peripheral and CNS 

tissues. Only 5-20% of W4B cells from peripheral compartments (spleen, scLN, and dcLN) 

produce either IFNγ or TNFα or both. Conversely, over 60% of meningeal W4B cells and over 

85% of brain W4B cells exhibit IFNγ or TNFα production following ex vivo stimulation (Fig. 5A). 

In addition to differences in total production, the cytokine profiles were distinct between peripheral 

and CNS W4B cells. W4B cells from the periphery preferentially produce TNFα, and secrete little 
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to no IFNγ (Fig. 5A). In contrast, brain and meningeal W4B cells are predominantly TNFα and 

IFNγ double-positive populations (Fig. 5A). Of the single-producing populations in the CNS, W4B 

cells are more likely to be secreting IFNγ than TNFα (Fig. 5A). These data find that W4B cells 

isolated from brain and meningeal compartments have a high-producing, polyfunctional cytokine 

signature, whereas peripheral W4B cells which have a low-producing, TNFα-dominated signature.  

 

 

We next hypothesized that brain W4B cells, which exhibit a polyfunctional antiviral phenotype, 

control WNV more efficiently than splenic W4B cells when co-cultured with cortical neurons. 

WNV can directly infect neurons and replicate to high levels in the brain (up to 108 pfu/g tissue) 

(82, 121). Therefore, we utilized a cortical neuron co-culture model (82, 121) to determine if the 

observed phenotypic differences between peripheral and CNS WNV-specific CD8+ T cells 

translated to a functional difference. Cortical neuron cultures were derived from WT embryonic 

mice, differentiated, and then infected with WNV. After virus adsorption, infected cortical neurons 

were co-incubated with WNV-specific CD8+ T cells sorted from either the brain or spleen of mice 

at 7 days p.i. Cortical neurons and CD8+ T cells were co-cultured for 24 hours at which point viral 

titers were assessed by focus-forming assay, allowing us to directly compare the capacity of CD8+ 

T cells from distinct anatomic compartments to control WNV replication (Fig. 5B). The addition 

of W4B cells from either anatomic compartment resulted in a decrease in viral burden as compared 

to untreated neurons, supporting previously published findings that CD8+ T cells help control 

WNV replication in neurons (82, 121). Interestingly, WNV-specific CD8+ T cells from the brain 

were able to decrease viral burden by 2-fold as compared to splenic WNV-specific CD8+ T cells 
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(Fig. 5C). Thus, demonstrating that CNS-derived WNV-specific CD8+ T cells control WNV 

infection in cortical neurons more efficiently than splenic WNV-specific CD8+ T cells. 
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DISCUSSION 

Here, we provide the first comprehensive analysis of pathogenesis and immune cell dynamics in 

the CNS-draining lymph nodes and meninges during WNV neuroinvasive disease. We find that 

these compartments are seeded by WNV at early timepoints, which results in APC accumulation 

and activation, and subsequent parenchymal invasion. Characterization of the CD8+ T cell 

response found substantial differences in dynamics and phenotype between anatomic 

compartments, with a sharp divide between the parenchymal space and the periphery. CD8+ T 

cells localized to the meninges had an intermediate phenotype. Antigen-specific CD8+ T cells in 

the parenchyma displayed a distinct anti-viral profile characterized by increased cytokine 

production and higher levels of activation markers compared to peripheral CD8+ T cells. CD8+ T 

cells isolated from the brain were also more efficient than splenic CD8+ T cells at controlling 

WNV replication in neurons. Together these data find substantial differences in viral dynamics 

and the CD8+ T cell responses based on anatomic localization during WNV infection.  

 

These data demonstrate that the meninges and CNS-draining LNs have high levels of viral RNA 

at 4 days p.i., prior to brain parenchymal invasion and more closely resemble the post-viremic 

replication kinetics observed in the spleen than in the brain. These findings support the notion that 

these compartments are seeded with WNV much earlier than previously appreciated and suggest 

that WNV might be reaching CNS-border regions during the early viremic stage, even prior to 

peak replication in the spleen, and seeding the scLNs and dcLNs before brain parenchymal 

invasion. When examining immune cell dynamics within these tissue compartments, we observed 

accumulation of activated APC populations in the CNS-draining LNs at 4 days p.i. followed by an 

increase in WNV-specific CD8+ T cells by 7 days p.i. which corresponded with viral RNA. 
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However, despite viral RNA being detectable as early as 4 days p.i. similar to the CNS-draining 

LNs, the meninges more closely resembled the brain in many respects with APCs and WNV-

specific CD8+ T cells accumulating at 8 days p.i. and 10 days p.i., respectively. These findings 

support an early involvement of CNS-draining lymphatics in WNV pathogenesis.  

 

Phenotypic profiling of CD8+ T cells across peripheral and CNS tissues identified profound 

differences based on anatomic location and tissue architecture. Studies in other models of infection 

have noted a similar phenomenon in mucosal sites or even between the red pulp and white pulp 

within the spleen (115, 185). However, mechanisms by which tissue specific programming occurs 

is unclear. Some of these differences could be due to the structural characteristics of each tissue. 

For example, the expression of CD44, an activation-induced receptor associated with CD8+ T cell 

movement, on W4B cells was inversely correlated with the level of vascularization of the residing 

tissue (Fig. 4C). However, many of the functional and phenotypic differences (IFNɣ, TNFα, ICOS, 

PD-1 expression) were correlated with localization to the CNS, which could be due to the unique 

microenvironment. For example, many cytokine signaling pathways (IL-2, Il-12, TGF-β) were 

upregulated only in brain W4B cells (Fig. 6G-I). This suggests that CD8+ T cells may be 

experiencing a unique cytokine milieu in the CNS, which could lead to phenotypic and functional 

differences. W4B cells isolated from the spleen and brain have the most exaggerated differences, 

while those from the meninges and CNS-draining LNs might be best described as having an 

intermediate phenotype. Some phenotypic differences, such as the increased ICOS expression on 

W4B cells from CNS-draining LNs as compared to the spleen, might be due to recent migration 

from the CNS or differences in antigen load at those later points. Importantly, meningeal CD8+ T 

cell populations may or may not have been subject to environmental cues within the brain 
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parenchyma. Therefore, it is unclear whether the intermediate phenotype observed for meningeal 

WNV-specific CD8+ T cells results from unique meningeal environmental cues or heterogeneity 

in exposure across the CD8+ T cell population.  

 

Thorough phenotypic and transcriptional profiling of WNV-specific CD8+ T cells supports that 

CD8+ T cells adopt a unique and highly antiviral terminal effector phenotype upon entry to the 

CNS. At 7 days p.i., W4B cells isolated from both the spleen and the brain expressed an activated 

effector T cell signature; however, brain W4B cells exhibited consistently higher levels of 

activation markers by both flow cytometry and RNA-seq analysis. Brain W4B cells also had 

enriched expression of several pathways linked to the effector phase of T cell function, including 

glycolysis, mTORC signaling, and IL-2/STAT5 signaling (101). Brain W4B cells had particularly 

enriched Il2ra expression, suggesting that cells are continuing to receive effector phase-promoting 

signals. Notably, IL-2 signaling can promote the formation of short- lived effector cells (SLECs) 

in a Prdm1/Tbx21 dependent-manner (186), and indeed we see that Prdm1 expression is highly 

upregulated in brain W4B cells (Fig. 6D). Furthermore, Prdm1 drives a terminal effector 

transcriptional program and promotes the cytotoxic functions of the CD8+ T cells (186). It is worth 

noting that the increase in effector cells could also be a reflection of viral load, as at 7 days p.i. 

WNV replication in the spleen is declining, but approaching peak viral burden in the brain. 

Altogether, these findings suggest that brain WNV-specific CD8+ T cells are more likely to be in 

a highly activated short-lived effector phase than cells from the spleen at 7 days p.i. and express 

high levels of both activating and inhibitory receptors. 
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Corresponding to the aforementioned effector phenotype, we observed that brain and meningeal 

W4B cells exhibit a polyfunctional antiviral signature, producing both IFN-γ and TNF-α, whereas 

W4B cells from the spleen, scLN, and dcLN have a 5-fold lower frequency of producing these 

cytokines. Brain and meningeal W4B cells favored the production of IFN-γ over TNF-α upon 

encounter with their cognate antigen, unlike peripheral W4B cells which preferentially produced 

TNF-α. Interestingly, IFN-γ can directly impact neuronal function and has been shown to promote 

non-cytolytic clearance of Sindbis virus from infected neurons (187).  Therefore, the preferential 

secretion of IFN-γ by brain W4B cells during WNV infection may be an effective way to clear 

virus while limiting cytotoxicity. However, recent work has shown that IFN-γ production from 

antiviral CD8+ T cells persisting in the CNS parenchyma promotes microglia-mediated synaptic 

elimination (188). Therefore, the IFN-γ-dominated signature of the brain W4B cells might be 

necessary for virologic control, but could cause unintended consequences during recovery.  

 

A major finding to emerge from our analysis of splenic and brain W4B cells was that CNS 

localization was associated with enhanced expression of inhibitory receptors. Engagement of these 

receptors serves to dampen the effector functions of CD8+ T cells by inhibiting the production of 

cytokines and cytotoxic molecules. High expression of inhibitory receptors is often associated with 

an exhausted cell phenotype found in chronic infections (183, 189). However, during an acute 

infection such as WNV, this is potentially indicative of an immunoregulatory environment where 

cells are receiving suppressive signals in order to limit pathology (181, 182).  Following acute 

encephalitis from murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) infection, the PD1:PD-L1 axis has been 

shown to contribute to the establishment of resident memory T (TRM) cell populations within the 

CNS (182). A similar observation also has been made following murine polyomavirus (MuPyV) 
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infection (181). In combination with previously published data that W4B cells express elevated 

levels of CD103 and CD69 in the brain, this may suggest the establishment of TRM cells in the 

CNS following WNV infection (104). Additionally, Il10ra, the IL-10 receptor gene, is highly 

upregulated on brain W4B cells (Fig. 6F). T regulatory (Treg) cells are the primary producers of 

IL-10, and previous studies have demonstrated that increased Treg cell numbers during WNV 

neuroinvasive disease is protective in both humans and mice (190). While the impacts of Treg cells 

on CD8+ T cell function in the CNS has not been directly assessed during WNV infection, this 

suggests a link between induction of a regulatory environment and protection from 

immunopathology that requires further investigation.  

 

The CD8+ T cell:cortical neuron co-culture system represents a unique model (82, 121). Here we 

describe the first functional demonstration that CNS-localized WNV-specific CD8+ T cells control 

WNV infection of cortical neurons more efficiently than splenic WNV-specific CD8+ T cells. The 

difference in functional capacity corresponded with phenotypic and transcriptional signatures, 

which revealed a highly activated and terminal effector phenotype for CNS-localized W4B cells. 

An important limitation of the co-culture system is that it cannot perfectly recapitulate the 

microenvironment of the brain, including tissue architecture and multicellular interactions with 

CNS-resident cells, such as microglia, or other infiltrating peripheral leukocytes. The system, 

however, could be modified in the future to include other cell types such as microglia or Treg cells 

to further interrogate the mechanisms of immunoregulation during neuronal infection ex vivo. 

 

In this study, we defined the early involvement of CNS-draining lymphatics during WNV 

pathogenesis and examined phenotypic and functional differences in WNV-specific CD8+ T cells 
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across peripheral and CNS compartments. Accumulation of viral RNA and activated cDCs in 

CNS-draining LNs occur prior to parenchymal invasion, and WNV-specific CD8+ T cell 

accumulation parallels that of the spleen. Comprehensive phenotypic profiling of WNV-specific 

CD8+ T cells in the spleen, CNS-draining LNs, meninges and brain revealed that brain W4B cells 

are phenotypically distinct from splenic W4B cells, while cells from the meninges and CNS-

draining LNs display unique intermediate phenotypes. An emerging body of evidence implicates 

CD8+ T cells and cytokines in memory formation, learning, or other neurological sequelae 

following injury or infection. Future therapeutic interventions may require consideration of the 

unique programming of CD8+ T cells in the CNS during neuroinvasive viral infection, as well as 

the consequences of persisting antiviral CD8+ T cells in the CNS. Furthermore, future investigation 

of the specific cues within the CNS microenvironment that prompt these phenotypic shifts, 

including those in the brain parenchyma and meninges, could provide valuable insight into the 

underlying mechanisms of protection within the CNS. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Viruses and animals. WNV isolate Texas 2002-HC (WNV-TX) has been previously described 

(191). Viral titers were measured by plaque assay on BHK-21 cells. C57BL/6J and Prtprc mice 

were obtained commercially from Jackson Laboratories or bred in-house at the Yerkes National 

Primate Research Center rodent facility at Emory University. W4B transgenic mice were originally 

obtained from the Bevan laboratory and bred in-house. For viral infections, adult male and female 

mice (8-12 weeks old) were inoculated subcutaneously in the rear footpad with 100 plaque-

forming units (PFU) of WNV-TX (10 µL).  Infected mice were monitored and weighed daily. All 

experiments adhered to the guidelines approved by the Emory University Institutional Animal 

Care and Committee. 

 

Focus-forming assays. Focus-forming assays (FFAs) were performed on Vero cells with 

supernatants from WNV-infected cortical neuron cultures. Vero cells were cultured in DMEM 

(VWR, #45000-304) supplemented with 5% FBS, antibiotic/antimycotic, sodium pyruvate (VWR, 

#45000-710), HEPES (VWR, # 45000-690), L-glutamine (VWR, # 25005CI), and nonessential 

amino acids (VWR, #45000-700). Supernatants were serially diluted 10-fold in 1% FBS-DMEM. 

Vero cells were then infected with 50 µL of diluted supernatant for 1 hr at 37°C followed by the 

addition of a methylcellulose overlay (2% methylcellulose (Sigma, #M0512), 2% FBS, OptiMem). 

Cells were then incubated for 48 hr at 37°C. Cells were fixed (2% PFA-PBS), permeabilized (0.1% 

saponin, 0.1% BSA, PBS), washed with PBS, and then incubated with an anti-WNV E16 primary 

antibody overnight at 4°C.  Wells were incubated with HRP conjugated anti-human IgG (Thermo, 

#62-842-0) for 2 hr at room temperature, and spots were visualized using True Blue Peroxidase 

Substrate (KPL, #507802) and imaged using an ELISPOT reader.  
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Measurement of viral load in tissues. Mice were deeply anesthetized using an isoflurane 

vaporizer, and blood was collected via cheek bleed from each mouse in a BD Microtainer serum 

separator tube (SST) (VWR, #VT365967) to isolate serum. Mice were transcardially perfused with 

sterile DPBS. All tissues were collected in Omni Bead Ruptor Tubes (VWR, #10032-358) pre-

filled with TRI Reagent (Zymo, #R2050-1-200). Tissues were homogenized using the Omni Bead 

Ruptor 24 (5.15 ms, 15 seconds) then centrifuged to remove tissue debris. RNA was extracted 

using the Direct-Zol 96 RNA Kit (Zymo, #R2056), and converted to cDNA using the High-

capacity Reverse Transcriptase cDNA Kit (Thermo, #4368813). WNV RNA levels were 

quantified by qPCR as previously described (192) on an Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 5.  

 

Immunophenotyping by flow cytometry. Mice were anesthetized and intravital labelling was 

performed by injecting mice with CD45:PE or CD8:APC via the retro-orbital route. After 5 

minutes, mice were euthanized via isoflurane overdose. Splenocytes were obtained by mechanical 

homogenization and filtration through a 70 μm filter (VWR, #10199-657). Brains were 

mechanically homogenized, digested for 15 min at room temperature in Liberase (Sigma, 

#540102000, 50 μg) buffer. The tissue was pushed through a filter and pelleted. To remove myelin 

debris, the cells were resuspended in a 30% Percoll in PBS solution and spun at 2000 rpm for 20 

min. Meninges were incubated in dissociation media (0.5 mg/mL DNaseI (Sigma, #DN25-

100MG), 8 mg/mL Collagenase D (Sigma, #11088866001) , RPMI) for 40 min at 37°C on a 

shaker, then processed to a single-cell suspension and filtered. Lymph nodes were digested for 20 

minutes at 37°C on a shaker in dissociation media (0.1 mg/mL DNase I, 20 μg/mL Liberase, 

RPMI). Tissue was passed through a filter to create a single-cell suspension. If cytokines were 
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measured, samples were stimulated ex vivo with NS4B peptide (1 μg/mL) and GolgiStop (BD, 

#52-2092KZ) for 5 hr (104). For all samples, cells were resuspended in anti-CD16/32 antibody 

(Biolegend, #101302) for 20 min at room temperature, followed by surface staining for 30 min at 

4°C. Cells were washed in FACS buffer, then fixed with BD FACS/Lyse buffer (#349202) for 10 

min. For intracellular stains, cells were permeabilized with FoxP3 Fix/Perm buffer for 30 min at 

4°C (Tonbo, #1020-L050), then stained with intracellular antibodies (30 min, 4°C). Cells were 

resuspended in 200 μL of FACS Buffer supplemented with Precision Count Beads (Biolegend, 

#424902) for acquisition. Data were collected using an LSRII instrument and analyzed using 

FlowJo software.  

 

Adoptive transfer experiments. Spleens from naïve W4B mice were homogenized, treated with 

red blood cell lysis buffer (Lonza, #10-548E), and processed to a single-cell suspension. CD8+ T 

cells were isolated using the Mojo Sort CD8+ T cell Negative Selection Kit (Biolegend, #480035). 

CD8+ T cells isolated from W4B mice were >95% NS4B tetramer-positive (193). W4B cells were 

resuspended in DMEM and 5,000 or 50,000 W4B cells were transferred to each recipient via retro-

orbital route.  

 

Bulk mRNA sequencing (RNA-seq). Brains and spleens from infected mice were processed to 

single-cell suspension as described above. Cells were stained with CD45.2(PE-Cy7), 

CD45.1(Bv450), CD8(AF700), CD3(PerCpCy5.5), and Live/Dead (BV510). Transferred W4B 

cells were sorted using congenic markers (n = 4), 10,000 viable cells were sorted into 100 μl RLT 

buffer (Qiagen) with β2-mercaptoethanol (1:100). mRNA sequencing libraries were prepared, 

quality assessed, and sequenced at Yerkes Genomics Core 
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(http://www.yerkes.emory.edu/nhp_genomics_core/), and reads were mapped to the GENCODE 

mouse reference genome (GRCm38.p5, release M16) all as previously described (192). Reads 

were normalized and differential expression analysis performed using DESeq2 (194). Normalized 

reads were expressed as fold change over mock values. Gene set enrichment analysis was 

performed using software from the Broad institute and gene sets from the MSigDB database.  

 

Culture of cortical neurons. Embryos were harvested from pregnant dams at day 13-15 of 

gestation. Cortical hemispheres were isolated from the brain, and meningeal tissue was removed. 

The cortices were homogenized, digested in a 1% Trypsin- DNaseL solution (15 min, RT), and 

processed to a single-cell suspension. Cells were plated in DMEM supplemented with 5% Hi-

Horse Serum (Thermo, #26050070), 5% FBS, antibiotics, non-essential amino acids, and HEPES. 

The next day media was changed to B27 (Thermo, #A3582801) supplemented Neurobasal Media 

(Thermo, #21103049). Neurons were monitored for axonal outgrowth and were determined ready 

for experimental use 4-5 days post plating. Cortical neurons were infected with WNV-Tx at the 

indicated MOI via adsorption for 1 hour, followed by three washes.  

 

Antibodies. The following antibodies were used in this paper for flow cytometry. CD8+ T cell 

panel: anti-CD8:AF700 (Clone 53.67), anti-CD8:APC (2.43), anti-CD3:PerCpCy5.5 (145-2C11), 

anti-CD45.2:PE-Cy7 (104), Ghost Dye Violet 510, anti-KLRG1:BV605 (2F1), anti-CD44:APC-

Cy7 (IM7), anti-ICOS:BUV395 (C398.4A), anti-CD127:FITC (A7R34), anti-IFNγ:PE-Dazzle 

(XMG1.2), anti-TNFα: BV711 (MP6-XT22), anti-GrazymeB:BV450 (NGZB), anti-PD1:BV650 

(J43). Myeloid cell panels: CD11c:BV650 (N418), CD26:PE-Cy7 (H194-112), I-A/I-E (MHC 

II):AF700 (M5/114.15.2), XCR1:PE (ZET), CD172a (SIRPα):BV510 (P84), Siglec H:AF647 
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(551), H2kb (MHC I):PacBlue (AF6-88.5), CD86:BV605 (GL-1), CD64:PerCP-Cy5.5 (X54-

5/7.1), CD3:FITC (145-2C11), NK1.1:FITC (PK136), B220:FITC (RA3-6B2), CD45.2:PE-

Dazzle594 (104), F4/80:FITC (BM8), Siglec H:BV421 (440c), CD45:PE (30-F11), XCR1:AF647 

(ZET), CD45.2:BV605 (104), Ly6C:BV510 (HK1.4), CD11c:BUV737 (HL3), CD11b:BUV395 

(M1/70), CD86:PE-Dazzle594 (GL-1), Ly6C:APC-Cy7 (HK1.4). 

 

Statistical analysis and software. Statistical analyses and graphical presentation of data was 

performed using Prism 8 (GraphPad) software. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparison correction and the multiple t tests were used to evaluate significant differences 

depending on the experiment.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. WNV seeds the CNS-draining lymph nodes and meninges prior to parenchymal 

invasion. Mice were infected with WNV (100 PFU) by subcutaneous footpad inoculation, and 

tissues collected at the indicated time points (n = 4). (A) Schematic of CNS tissues examined in 

this study. The meninges encompass the brain and meningeal lymphatic vessels drain to the scLN 

and dcLN. (B) Relative WNV RNA was measured by qPCR where CT values were normalized to 

the reference gene Gapdh and represented as fold change over time-matched mock values. Fold 

change over mock at the indicated timepoint and tissue for (C) Ifit1 (D) Rsad2.  

 

Figure 2. Activated dendritic cell kinetics differ between the CNS-draining lymph nodes, 

meninges, and parenchyma. Mice were infected with WNV-TX (100 PFU) by subcutaneous 

footpad inoculation, and tissues collected at the indicated time points. (A) Total cell numbers for 

(A) CD11bhi Ly6Chi monocytes, (B) MHC II+ moDCs, CD11bhi  (C) MHC II+ CD26+ XCR1+ 

CD172a- cDC1, (D) MHC II+ CD26+ XCR1- CD172a+ cDC2 , E) B220+ SiglecH+ pDCs . (F-G) 

MHC I and CD86 marker expression was represented by MFI for MHC II+ CD11c+ CD26+ cDCs. 

(F) Representative histograms for cDCs isolated from the indicated tissue at 0 and 4 days p.i., and 

the (G) corresponding MFIs. Results are representative of two independent experiments with 4-6 

mice per group. t tests were performed to test significance (ns = not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 

10-2; ***p < 10-3). 

 

Figure 3. Localization to the meninges, brain, and CNS-draining lymphoid tissues changes 

WNV-specific CD8+ T cell activation. Mice were infected with WNV-TX (100 PFU) by 
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subcutaneous footpad inoculation, and tissues collected at the indicated time points. (A) Total 

number and frequency of NS4B Tet+ CD8+ T cells were quantified for the CNS-draining LNs, 

meninges and brain at the indicated days p.i. W4B cells from naïve CD45.1 mice were adoptively 

transferred (5000 cells/mouse) to a CD45.2 naïve mouse. 1 day post transfer mice were infected 

with WNV-Tx, and tissues were harvested at 7 days p.i. for flow cytometry analysis. (B) 

Experimental schematic, and gating strategy to identify W4B cells. (C) Expression of CD44 and 

ICOS on W4B cells across tissues. CD44 and ICOS MFI are shown as representative histograms. 

Non-WNV-specific NS4B Tet– CD8+ T cells were used as a negative control (grey). Quantification 

of the MFI for each receptor is below. The legend for conditions depicted on bar graphs can be 

found at the bottom. (D) KLRG1 and  (E) PD-1 expression shown as percentages of total W4B 

cells. Representative flow plots for the gating strategy are depicted with NS4B Tet– CD8+ T cells 

used as a negative control (grey). Data are representative of two independent experiments ( 5 mice 

per group) . One-way ANOVA was performed to test significance (ns = not significant; *p < 0.05; 

**p < 10-2; ***p < 10-3; ****p < 10-4). 

 

Figure 4. CNS-localized W4B cells are transcriptionally distinct from splenic T cells. (A) 

Experimental schematic. Adoptive transfers were performed as described in Fig. 3A. At 7 days 

p.i., W4B cells were sorted from spleen and brain and total RNA was extracted for RNA-seq 

analysis. Naïve splenic W4B cells were sorted as a control (n = 4-5 per group). (B) Heat map 

showing mean gene expression values normalized and represented as log2-transformed fold 

change over mock spleen values. Expression fold change values correspond to the color gradient 

(right). The Venn diagram at the bottom highlights the total number of differentially expressed 

genes for W4B cells from the spleen (red) or brain (blue), as well as overlapping genes (yellow). 
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(C) A scatter plot of log2-transformed expression fold change (FC) values is shown for comparison 

of up-regulated and down-regulated genes in W4B cells from infected spleen (green) and brain 

(red). Cutoff values were as follows: ±2 fold change and p < 0.001. (D) Shown in grey is a scatter 

plot of all significantly up or down regulated log2-transformed expression fold change values 

compared to mock. Genes highlighted in color correspond to a selected gene list specified above 

the plot and particular genes of interest are labelled. (E-F) Normalized read count values (log2) 

are shown for the indicated genes from day 7 p.i. splenic and brain W4B cells.  (G) Normalized 

enrichment scores of selected pathways as calculated by GSEA software. Positive NES indicates 

enrichment in brain, negative NES indicates enrichment in splenic cells.  (H) Scatter plot of 

selected gene list (cytokine response) highlighted in purple. (I) Heatmaps of fold-change over 

mock (log2) for splenic and brain W4B cells for the indicated genes. Statistical significance was 

determined using one-way anovas, (*p < 0.05; **p < 10-2; ***p < 10-3; ****p < 10-4).  

 

Figure 5. W4B Cells from the CNS have polyfunctional cytokine secretion and efficiently 

control WNV. Adoptive transfers were performed as described in Fig. 3A. After tissue isolation, 

cells were stimulated ex vivo with NS4B peptide (1 μg/mL) for 5 h at 37°C. Cells were then 

permeabilized and stained for cytokines. (A) Representative flow plots are shown for TNF-α and 

IFN-γ gating on CD45.1+ CD3+ CD8+ cells (W4B cells). Unstimulated splenic W4B cells were 

used to define the negative population (grey). Populations were divided into quadrants (labeled 1-

4) to identify double-negative cells (Q1), TNF-α single producers (Q2), IFN-γ single producers 

(Q3), and TNF-α/IFN-γ double producers (Q4). Bar graphs are shown for the percentage of cells 

in Q1-4 across tissues (n = 4).  (B) Experimental schematic. Cortical neurons were generated from 

embryonic day 13-15 fetal mice after culturing for 4 days in neuronal growth medium. Cortical 
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neurons were infected with WNV (MOI of 0.01) and co-incubated for 24 h with W4B cells sorted 

from the spleen or brain of WNV-infected mice at 7 days p.i. Supernatants were collected and viral 

titers determined by FFA. (C) Viral titers of supernatants represented as focus-forming units (FFU) 

per mL in log10 scale. Relative reduction percentage normalizes the viral titer data to the untreated 

control. Data are representative of three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA was 

performed to test significance (ns = not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 10-2; ***p < 10-3; ****p < 

10-4).   
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PART 2 

Cell-intrinsic MAVS regulates mitochondrial metabolism to promote CD8+ T cell 

proliferation  
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SUMMARY 

Mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) protein, the central adaptor protein for RIG-I like 

receptor (RLR) signaling, is essential for promoting innate immunity against RNA virus infections. 

MAVS is expressed in nearly every cell and is localized on the mitochondria. Here, we find that 

MAVS is found within CD8+ T cells and functions in a cell-intrinsic manner to promote 

mitochondrial respiration and cell proliferation. We demonstrate that ablation of MAVS in 

antigen-specific CD8+ T cells leads to dysregulated oxidative phosphorylation transcriptional 

profiles and decreased mitochondrial potential in vivo during virus infection. Through adoptive 

transfer experiments, we determine that MAVS is required for expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ 

T cells. Mechanistically, we found that MAVS functions in CD8+ T cells by positively regulating 

cell proliferation during virus infection. Our findings identify a non-canonical role for MAVS as 

a positive regulator of mitochondrial respiration and cell proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T 

cells during viral infection.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The RIG-I-like receptor (RLR) signaling pathway is essential for initiating the immune response 

against RNA viruses (195). This pathway includes the pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), RIG-

I and MDA5, which upon detection of a virus bind to MAVS (mitochondrial associated anti-viral 

signaling protein), to induce oligomerization of MAVS on the mitochondria (141). Aggregated 

MAVS forms the central signaling hub for the RLR pathway by recruiting TBK1 or TRAF proteins 

to initiate downstream activation of NF-κB and IRF-3/7, culminating in the production of Type I 

interferon (IFN) and pro-inflammatory cytokines (85, 195). MAVS also regulates additional 

cellular processes, including induction of caspase-mediated cell death, p53 signaling, and 

formation of inflammasomes (144-146). MAVS has also been linked to the regulation of 

mitophagy and mitochondrial dynamics. Activation of the RLR pathway promotes mitochondrial 

elongation and the initiation of autophagy (147, 148). Ectopic expression of MAVS results in a 

disruption of the mitochondrial membrane potential and induces LC3-dependent mitophagy, 

which initiates a feedback-loop mechanism to prevent excess RLR signaling (148). MAVS 

physically interacts with several key regulators of mitochondrial dynamics, including; mitofusin-

1 and -2 (MFN1/2), and Tom70 (149-152).  

 

Dynamic regulation of mitochondrial metabolism is crucial for the initiation of CD8+ T cell 

responses and subsequent differentiation into terminal effector or memory cells. Naïve CD8+ T 

cells rely on fatty acid oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation for their homeostatic needs, while 

activated CD8+ T cells will rapidly increase both oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis (196, 

197). Mitochondria are part of the TCR signaling cascade, as CD3-dependent mitochondrial 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) release promotes NFAT activation, and ultimately is required for 
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antigen-specific CD8+ T cell expansion in vivo (196). CD28 conjugation increases mitochondrial 

spare respiratory capacity, which is inessential for initial antigen-specific T cell activation, but 

necessary to respond to increased bioenergetic demand in the effector or memory phase (198). 

After initial TCR-induced activation, CD8+ T cells rely primarily on glycolysis for energy and the 

promotion of IFNɣ production, while oxidative phosphorylation is redundant during the effector 

phase (199) (197). However, differentiation into memory CD8+ T cells is accompanied by a 

metabolic switch from glycolysis to a reliance on fatty acid oxidation and oxidative 

phosphorylation (200). This shift is supported by Opa-1 dependent mitochondrial fusion resulting 

in tight cristae structures which promote mitochondrial respiration (201). Thus, mitochondrial 

dynamics and metabolism regulate CD8+ T cell function and fate, however the impact of RLR 

signaling on these metabolic shifts is unknown.  

  

In viral models of infection, the RLR signaling pathway was found to contribute to the regulation 

of CD8+ T cell responses.  West Nile Virus (WNV) is a mosquito borne single-stranded, positive-

sense, RNA virus of the Flaviviridae family, which causes annual outbreaks of encephalitis across 

North America (158, 159, 202). WNV can cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and replicate in 

neurons, causing encephalitis, long-term neurological damage, or even death (6, 160, 202). WNV 

has an excellent mouse model that recapitulates the pathogenesis of neuroinvasive disease in 

humans (52, 202). CD8+ T cells are essential for the control of WNV infection in the periphery 

and central nervous system (CNS) as mice lacking CD8α or MHC-I exhibit complete mortality, 

higher viral burden, and increased pathology (100). Cell-intrinsic LGP2, a RLR that has a 

regulatory function, was found to promote CD8+ T cell fitness and survival by regulating 

sensitivity to CD95-dependent apoptosis (157). Adoptive transfer studies identified MDA5 as 
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necessary for CD8+ T cell control of virus in the CNS but not the periphery (154). Finally, global 

loss of MAVS signaling results in 100% mortality, increased viral burden, and an exaggerated 

influx of CD8+ T cells into the parenchyma (84). However, the cell-specific impact of MAVS 

signaling on CD8+ T cell function during viral infection has not been addressed.  

 

In this study, we investigate the impact of MAVS on CD8+ T cell metabolism and function during 

viral infection. We find that MAVS is expressed within CD8+ T cells and functions in a cell-

intrinsic manner to promote mitochondrial elongation, oxidative phosphorylation, and T cell 

receptor (TCR) induced proliferation. We demonstrate that ablation of MAVS in antigen-specific 

CD8+ T cells leads to dysregulated metabolic transcriptional profiles, including oxidative 

phosphorylation and fatty acid oxidation, as well as decreased mitochondrial potential in vivo 

during virus infection. Through adoptive transfer experiments, we determine that MAVS is 

required for the expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. Mechanistically, we found that 

MAVS functions in CD8+ T cells to positively regulate cell proliferation during virus infection. 

Our findings identify a non-canonical role for MAVS as a positive regulator of mitochondrial 

respiration and proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells during viral infection.   
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RESULTS 

MAVS regulates mitochondrial number and elongation in activated CD8+ T cells. The RLR 

pathway is essential for the detection of RNA viruses and the initiation of a Type I IFN response 

(195). We have previously shown that the RLRs, RIG-I, LGP2, MDA-5, are upregulated after T-

cell receptor (TCR) stimulation, and that LGP2 plays a crucial role in promoting CD8+ T cell 

responses during WNV infection (157). We next determined whether MAVS is expressed in CD8+ 

T cells. CD8+ T cells were isolated from naïve C57Bl6 or Mavs-/- spleens and in vitro stimulated 

using α-CD3/CD28 for 18, 24, or 48 hours. Western blot analysis showed that CD8+ T cells 

express MAVS at the protein level, but expression does not change following TCR stimulation 

(Fig. 1A). We next evaluated the role of MAVS on CD8+ T cell  activation. Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells 

had similar frequencies of activated (CD44+CD62L-) and naïve (CD44- CD62L+) cells at 48 hours 

post stimulation (Fig. 1B). Together these data find that MAVS does not impact TCR induced 

activation and is constitutively expressed in CD8+ T cells. 

 

MAVS has been previously linked to the regulation of mitochondrial dynamics and mitophagy, 

thus to test if MAVS is involved in the regulation of CD8+ T cell mitochondria we examined 

mitochondrial structure and morphology in WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells. Unstimulated and 

stimulated WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells were generated using the in vitro system described above, 

and analyzed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for mitochondrial morphology at 0 and 

24 hours post stimulation. Unstimulated WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells had predominantly round 

mitochondria with loose cristae structures. Upon stimulation, WT CD8+ T cells had a mix of round 

and elongated mitochondria with more tightly packed cristae. However, Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells 

maintained mostly round mitochondria with disorganized cristae (Fig. 1C). Interestingly, Mavs-/- 
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CD8+ T cells had an increased number of mitochondrial per cell both before and after stimulation. 

Both WT and Mavs-/- mitochondria increased in size after stimulation, however the increase in WT 

cells was associated with an increase in elongation (as measured by the aspect ratio) (Fig. 1D). 

These data find that MAVS is important in the control of mitochondrial number and elongation 

after TCR stimulation.  

 

MAVS promotes oxidative phosphorylation after TCR stimulation in CD8+ T cells. 

Mitochondrial respiration is intricately linked to the morphology of mitochondria. Round, small 

mitochondria are associated with low levels of oxidative phosphorylation, while elongated, large 

mitochondria with distinct cristae are associated with increased respiration (201). We next 

investigated whether the altered mitochondrial dynamics and morphology observed in Mavs-/- 

CD8+ T cells was also associated with changes in oxidative phosphorylation by utilizing an in 

vitro Seahorse assay system (147, 148). CD8+ T cells from WT or Mavs-/- mice were isolated and 

stimulated in vitro using α-CD3/CD28 for 24 hours. Equal numbers of stimulated cells and 

unstimulated control cells (freshly isolated the day of the assay) were subjected to a mitochondrial 

stress test. A seahorse analyzer was used to measure the oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of the 

CD8+ T cells before and after the addition of oligomycin, carbonyl cyanide-4-

(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone (FCCP), and rotenone/atinomycin, to provide measures of the 

mitochondrial function of each genotype. Naïve WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells had low OCRs, and 

there was no discernable difference between the two genotypes. However, 24 hours after 

activation, WT CD8+ T cells doubled their basal OCR and tripled their maximal OCR while Mavs-

/- CD8+ T cells displayed similar OCR to naïve cells (Fig.2A-B). Stimulated WT CD8+ T cells 

also had 4 times higher rates of ATP production and 2 times more spare respiratory capacity as 
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compared to Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells (Fig. 2B). Thus, Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells poorly upregulate 

mitochondrial respiration after TCR stimulation. To determine if MAVS also plays a role in 

glycolysis, we performed a glycolytic flux test using the same in vitro system. The extracellular 

acidification rate (ECAR) of stimulated and unstimulated WT and Mavs-/- cells were measured 

before and after the addition of glucose, oligomycin, and 2-deoxyglucose. Unstimulated CD8+ T 

cells showed little to no glycolytic activity, but stimulated CD8+ T cells had an increase of 100-

fold in ECAR after the addition of glucose (Fig. 2C). However, no significant differences in basal 

glycolysis, total glycolytic capacity, or glycolytic reserves were observed between stimulated WT 

and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells (Fig. 2D). Together these data find that MAVS specifically promotes 

oxidative phosphorylation, but not glycolysis.  

 

MAVS mediated metabolism promotes CD8+ T cell proliferation. Our in vitro studies show a 

defect in TCR stimulation-induced mitochondrial respiration in Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells. CD8+ T 

cells utilize both glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation to provide the necessary ATP and small 

molecules needed for proliferation and cell growth (200). Given our findings that MAVS does not 

impact the glycolytic pathway, we hypothesized that if forced to utilize oxidative phosphorylation 

Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells would exhibit a proliferation and/or activation defect. To test this hypothesis, 

we stimulated CTV-stained WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells and cultured them in conditions of 

limiting glucose concentrations (Fig. 3A). WT CD8+ T cells cultured in no glucose or limited 

glucose (0-0.5 mM glucose) proliferate, but have a higher percentage of cells in division 0 or 1 as 

compared to cells cultured in excess glucose (5mM glucose) (Fig. 3B). However, in conditions of 

limited glucose, Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells have a three-fold increase in the number of undivided cells 

as compared to WT CD8+ T cells, and significantly reduced frequency of cells that have undergone 
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one or more divisions (Fig. 3C). This proliferation defect can be rescued with the addition of 

glucose in a dose-dependent manner, as culturing Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells in 0.5 mM glucose as 

compared to no glucose reduced the frequency of undivided cells by half (Fig. 3D). Thus, MAVS 

promotes activation induced proliferation of CD8+ T cells through non-glycolytic metabolism.  

 

Loss of MAVS induces metabolic dysfunction in CD8+ T cells in vivo. To confirm our in vitro 

observations, we evaluated the expression of MAVS in antigen-specific CD8+ T cells during a 

viral infection. We utilized our previously described WNV-specific transgenic mouse model, W4B 

mice, in which >98% of CD8+ T cells express a TCR specific for the immunodominant epitope 

(SSVWNATTAI) of the NS4B protein of WNV (104). To evaluate the CD8+ T cell-intrinsic role 

of MAVS, we crossed Mavs-/- mice to the transgenic W4B mice to generate Mavs-/- W4B mice 

(86). Naïve CD8+ T cells were isolated from WT and Mavs-/- W4B mice, and adoptively 

transferred into congenically marked CD45.1+ C57Bl/6 mice (50,000 WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells 

per mouse) (Supplemental Fig. 1A). At 7 days p.i., W4B cells were sorted from the spleen of naïve 

mice or from the spleen and brain of WNV infected mice. Transferred W4B cells were identified 

as Live, CD8+, CD3+, NS4B+ and distinguished from endogenous populations using congenic 

markers (Supplemental Fig. 1B). Naïve WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells were found to have similar 

phenotypes, as determined via flow cytometry analysis of CD62L and CD44 staining 

(Supplemental Fig. 1C), and this was confirmed in our RNA-Seq data. Differential gene expression 

analysis found 43 differentially expressed genes (DEG thresholds: p< 0.01, fold-change >2 or <-

2) between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells (Supplemental Fig. 1D). These findings indicate that MAVS 

does not play a role in quiescent CD8+ T cell homeostasis.  
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We next compared antigen-experienced WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated on day 7 p.i. as 

compared to naïve cells isolated from mock-infected mice. Similar to our protein expression data, 

we found that Mavs is expressed at the transcriptional level and is slightly upregulated in cells 

isolated from infected mice (Fig. 4A).  WNV does not infect CD8+ T cells, but signaling 

components of the RLR pathway, including MDA5 (Ifih1), LGP2 (Dhx58), Tbk1, Traf6, Irf3, and 

Irf7 are expressed basally and show changes in expression during virus infection. Moreover, Type 

I IFN transcripts (Ifna2, Ifnb1) were not expressed in cells isolated from either naïve or WNV-

infected mice (Fig. 4B).  

 

WNV infection induced significant transcriptional changes in W4B CD8+ T cells as compared to 

naïve W4B cells. While many of these genes were expressed in WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells (2043 

DEGs), a substantial number of unique DEGs were present only in WT (441 DEGs) or Mavs-/- 

W4B cells (1571 DEGs) (Fig. 4C). To evaluate the metabolic signatures in W4B cells, we 

performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells using the 

Hallmarks data-set from the MSigDB database. GSEA identified significant enrichment of genes 

related to glycolysis, oxidative phosphorylation, and fatty acid oxidation in WT W4B cells as 

compared to Mavs-/- W4B cells. Additionally, genes related to hypoxia were enriched in Mavs-/- 

W4B cells, suggesting metabolic stress (Fig. 4D). In support, heatmap analysis identified genes 

associated with both ER stress (Atf5, Hspa1b, Ddit3) and hypoxia-induced stress (Hif1a) as more 

highly expressed in Mavs-/- as compared to WT W4B cells (Fig. 4E).  

 

To confirm these observations, WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells were adoptively transferred, harvested 

at 8 days p.i., and mitochondrial potential was assessed using MitoTracker Orange staining, a cell 
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permeable dye that will be retained in active mitochondria. WT W4B cells from the brain had a 

distinct population of cells exhibiting high MitoTracker Orange staining, indicating either greater 

numbers of mitochondria or increased membrane potential in each mitochondrion. However, 

Mavs-/- W4B cells completely lacked this population, with <1% of cells exhibiting high 

mitochondrial potential (Fig. 4F). Combined, these data demonstrate that MAVS functions in a T 

cell-intrinsic manner to regulate cell stress responses, metabolic profiles, and mitochondrial 

potential in CD8+ T cells during viral infection.  

 

Cell-intrinsic MAVS promotes antigen-specific CD8+ T cell accumulation and cytotoxicity 

during infection. We next determined whether CD8+ T cell intrinsic MAVS plays a role in 

supporting T cell function during viral infection. WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells were adoptively 

transferred (5000 cells/mouse) to congenically distinct (CD45.1) WT mice, infected with WNV-

TX, and spleens and brains were harvested for flow cytometry analysis at 8 days p.i. We utilized 

congenic markers to distinguish transferred vs endogenous NS4B+ cells and found that Mavs-/- 

W4B cells had decreased frequency (9.7%) compared to WT W4B cells (41%) in the brain (Fig. 

5A). Additionally, the total number of Mavs-/- W4B cells in the brain was 100-fold lower than WT 

W4B cells (Fig. 5A). Mavs-/- W4B cells were also assessed in the spleen and found to have a 

similar defect in accumulation, with 40-fold fewer Mavs-/- as compared to WT W4B  (Fig. 5B).  

Thus, MAVS promotes the systemic accumulation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells during viral 

infection. 
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We next examined if MAVS impacted CD8+ T cell activation during viral infection. There were 

no differences in the frequency of naïve (CD62L+ CD44-) or activated (CD62L- CD44+) WT or 

Mavs-/- W4B in the brain (Fig. 5C). The expression of other activation induced receptors, such as 

PD-1, and ICOS, were similarly unchanged between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells (Supplemental 

Fig. 2A-B). However, the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of CD44 was slightly elevated on 

Mavs-/- W4B cells (Supplemental Fig. 2C). The differentiation status of WNV-specific CD8+ T 

cells was not affected by MAVS as frequencies of short-lived effector cells (SLEC) and memory 

precursor effector cells (MPEC) populations were similar between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells 

(Supplemental Fig. 2D). Transcriptional analysis of W4B cells from the brain at 7 days p.i., found 

that both WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells had increased expression of genes related to a terminal 

effector profile (highlighted in purple, Fig. 5D), such as Tbx21 or Zeb2, as compared to cells from 

naïve mice. However, there was no substantial difference in expression of terminal effector genes 

between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells, with most genes falling along the asymptote. Accordingly, 

WNV infection induced an equal downregulation of genes associated with a memory precursor 

profile in both WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells (highlighted in pink, Fig. 5D). Heatmap analysis of 

activating receptors or effector functions found that most of the selected genes were equally 

upregulated in WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells (Fasl, Gzmb, Klrg1, Icos, Cd69) as compared to naïve 

W4B cells. However, several genes were more highly expressed in the WT W4B cells (Il2, Prf1, 

Il2ra) while Mavs-/- W4B cells had higher expression of Tnf and Itgax (Fig. 5E). Therefore, at 7 

days p.i., W4B cells are most likely to be in the terminal effector phase and this differentiation is 

largely unaffected by MAVS. However, MAVS may play a role in regulating the expression of 

select genes associated with CD8+ T cell effector functions.  
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To evaluate the functional capacity of WT and Mavs-/- WNV-specific CD8+ T cells, brain 

lymphocytes were stimulated ex vivo with NS4B peptide for 5 hours to measure intracellular 

cytokine production. Previous studies have identified TNFα, IFNɣ, and perforin as important for 

the control of WNV in the brain, therefore we analyzed the frequency of W4B cells producing one 

or more of these molecules (49, 82, 179). As published previously, W4B cells in the brain primarily 

produced both TNFα and IFNɣ in response to WNV, but there was no difference in the frequencies 

of TNFα+ (Q2), IFNɣ+ (Q3), or double-positive (Q4) producers between WT and Mavs-/- W4B 

cells (Fig. 5F, (104). Perforin expression was significantly decreased in Mavs-/- W4B cells from 

the brain, with WT W4B cells displaying 3-fold higher MFIs (Fig. 5G). Analysis of W4B cells 

isolated from the spleen yielded similar results (Supplemental Fig. 3). Cumulatively, these 

adoptive transfer experiments defined a cell-intrinsic role for MAVS in promoting antigen-specific 

CD8+ T cell accumulation and cytotoxic function.  

 

MAVS promotes proliferation in a CD8+ T cell-intrinsic manner during viral infection. Our 

in vitro data identified a role for MAVS-mediated metabolism in promoting proliferation of CD8+ 

T cells when subjected to nutrient limiting conditions. To explore if the accumulation defect 

observed in mice that received Mavs-/- W4B cells was due to a loss of proliferative ability, we 

performed GSEA between WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated from the brain at 7 days p.i. and 

subjected to mRNA-Seq. Through this analysis, we observed significant enrichment of genes 

associated with the G to M checkpoint and targets of E2F transcription factors in WT W4B cells 

(Fig. 6A). To characterize which transcription factors were important in controlling the disparate 

phenotypes of WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells, we used iRegulon analysis (Cytoscape software) to 

identify the most common transcription factor motifs in DEGs from both samples, WT only, or 
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Mavs-/- only. In agreement with our GSEA, a large number of the DEGs expressed only in WT 

W4B cells were targets of cell cycle regulators, including E2F1 (121 transcripts) and E2F3 (81 

transcripts). In contrast, DEGs expressed only in Mavs-/- W4B cells were targets of BCL-3 (144 

transcripts) and ATF-4 (48 transcripts) regulation (Fig. 6B). Heatmap analysis of genes related to 

the formation of the mitotic spindle confirmed that most of these genes (Bub1, Tpx2, Cdk1) were 

more highly upregulated in WT W4B cells (Fig. 6C). Similar transcriptional phenotypes were 

observed in WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated from the spleen (Supplemental Fig. 4). Combined, 

these data indicate that MAVS plays an important role in promoting positive regulation of cell 

cycle genes in antigen-specific CD8+ T cells.  

 

Based on our mRNA-Seq data, we next decided to test if MAVS impacts CD8+ T cell proliferation 

during virus infection. We infected C57Bl/6J mice with WNV-TX, and at 5 days p.i. performed 

adoptive transfers of WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells labelled with the proliferation tracking dye, Cell 

Trace Violet (CTV). Given the global similarity of WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated from the 

brain and spleen (Supplemental Fig. 3&4), we analyzed splenic W4B cells via flow cytometry for 

CTV dilution at 7 days p.i. (2 days post transfer, Supplemental Fig. 5A). Flow cytometry analysis 

demonstrated that W4B cells were partially activated at 2 days post transfer, with 40-50% of W4B 

cells expressing both CD62L and CD44. Interestingly, Mavs-/- W4B cells had slightly higher 

expression of CD44 compared to WT, indicating higher levels of activation (Supplemental Fig. 

5B). Despite similar or even higher activation, Mavs-/- W4B cells had significantly reduced 

frequencies of cells that had entered division as compared to WT W4B cells. Up to 80% of WT 

W4B cells had undergone one or more divisions, while only 50-60% of Mavs-/- W4B cells had 

divided. This resulted in a lower percentage of Mavs-/- W4B cells in each subsequent division, and 
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a reduced overall division index (Fig. 6D). The lack of proliferation did not correlate to an increase 

in apoptosis, as Annexin V staining was comparable between both WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells 

(Supplemental Fig. 5C). The higher frequencies of undivided Mavs-/- W4B cells, unchanged 

apoptosis, and lower expression of cell-cycle associated genes demonstrate that the reduced 

number of Mavs-/- W4B cells during WNV infection is attributable to decreased initiation of 

proliferation in response to antigen.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Our study identifies a cell-intrinsic and non-canonical role for MAVS in promoting mitochondrial 

respiration to facilitate antigen specific CD8+ T cell proliferation during viral infection. MAVS is 

constitutively expressed in CD8+ T cells and promotes mitochondrial elongation and oxidative 

phosphorylation in activated CD8+ T cells. MAVS-mediated metabolism supports proliferation of 

CD8+ T cells after TCR stimulation. In vivo studies identify a role for MAVS in regulating antigen-

specific CD8+ T cell metabolism and mitochondrial potential. Adoptive transfer experiments 

determined that CD8+ T cell intrinsic MAVS promotes antigen-specific cell accumulation and 

cytotoxicity. Mechanistically, MAVS promotes entry into proliferation, and positive regulation of 

the cell cycle. Thus, MAVS is an essential component of the metabolic signaling networks that 

support the expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cell responses during viral infection. 

 

The RLR signaling pathway has been previously linked to changes in mitochondrial dynamics. In 

models of viral infection, the propagation of RLR signaling requires mitochondrial potential and 

is promoted by mitochondrial fusion, and reactive oxygen species release (147, 152, 173, 203). 
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Activation of RLR pathway signaling in turn promotes mitochondrial fusion, suggesting a 

feedback loop between RLR signaling and mitochondrial fusion/fission (147). In this study we 

find that Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells have increased numbers of more circular mitochondria as compared 

to WT cells, a phenotype that is characteristic of cells with a defect in mitochondrial fusion (201). 

Accordingly, MAVS has been demonstrated via immunoprecipitation assays to physically interact 

with MFN1 and MFN2, which are key regulators of mitochondrial fission and fusion (150, 152). 

Together these data warrant further studies into the role of MAVS in mitochondrial turnover and 

fusion/fission. In our study, we focused primarily on the role of MAVS at the mitochondria, 

however MAVS can also be found in the mitochondrial-associated-membrane subdomain of the 

ER and peroxisomes (204, 205). RNA-Seq analysis of Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells found increased levels 

of ER stress related genes, and ATF-4 targets as compared to WT cells (Fig. 4). Whether this 

phenotype is a secondary consequence of dysregulated mitochondrial dynamics and respiration or 

another direct function of MAVS is a subject for further studies.   

 

These data add to a growing body of literature identifying roles for innate immune signaling 

components, including MAVS, in regulating adaptive immunity. A mixed bone-marrow chimera 

model found cell-extrinsic MAVS signaling promotes expansion of T regulatory cells in response 

to WNV infection. (156). Studies in a model of systemic lupus erythematosus identified B-cell 

intrinsic MAVS signaling as necessary for autoantibody production (206). Thus, MAVS has both 

extrinsic and intrinsic signaling functions in B and T cells, as in our study we find that cell-intrinsic 

MAVS promotes the expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. Similar functions have been 

found for other innate immune molecules in CD8+ T cells, such as MyD88, a critical adaptor 

protein for the toll-like receptor pathway, which promotes the expansion of naïve but not memory 
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CD8+ T cells during lymphocytic choriomeningitis viral (LCMV) infection (207-209). The RLR 

pathway component, LGP2, functions in a cell-intrinsic manner to promote CD8+ T cell survival 

by modulating the levels of Fas-ligand expression (157). CD8+ T cell intrinsic MAVS supports 

proliferation through the promotion of mitochondrial metabolism, joining a variety of innate 

immune molecules that have been implicated in the regulation of CD8+ T cell metabolism. For 

example, C1q, an initiator of the complement pathway, promotes mitochondrial metabolism upon 

internalization by CD8+ T cells specifically in MPECs (210).  Additionally, the viral sensor, 

STING, can regulate ER stress and calcium homeostasis in response to TCR signaling 

independently of Type I IFN in CD8+ T cells (211). Combined with our data, these studies 

highlight the interactions of innate immune sensors and metabolic pathways which together 

influence CD8+ T cell expansion and function.  

 

The metabolic networks that regulate CD8+ T cell function and differentiation are just beginning 

to be characterized, and in this study we identify MAVS-mediated mitochondrial metabolism as 

part of this system. Mitochondrial respiration is essential for the establishment and maintenance 

of memory CD8+ T cells, and limited mitochondrial spare respiratory capacity inhibits the ability 

of memory T cells to respond to antigen (198, 201). Tissue resident memory CD8+ T cells in the 

CNS are established in response to viral infection, and respond to new antigen primarily through 

the production of IFNɣ (212). A WNV-specific CD8+ T cell population in the CNS is necessary 

to control viral replication and prevent death (100). However, IFNɣ production by T cell 

populations persisting in the CNS after the resolution of WNV infection contributes to neurological 

sequelae during recovery (8). Thus, CD8+ T cell intrinsic MAVS signaling is part of a complex 

network that orchestrates the balance between viral clearance, resident memory formation, and 
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pathology in the CNS. Consideration of MAVS signaling in promoting effective resident T cell 

memory populations will be important for vaccine design targeting the CNS.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Viruses and animals. WNV isolate Texas 2002-HC (WNV-TX) has been previously described. 

WNV-TX stock titers were measured by plaque assay on BHK-21 cells. C57BL/6J and Prtprc mice 

were bought from Jackson Laboratories or bred in-house at the Yerkes National Primate Research 

Center rodent facility at Emory University. W4B transgenic mice were originally generated by the 

Bevan laboratory and bred in-house. Mavs-/- mice have been previously described and were bred 

in-house (84). For WNV-TX infections, adult male and female mice (8-12 weeks old) were 

inoculated subcutaneously in the rear footpad with 100 plaque-forming units (PFU) of WNV-TX, 

and infected mice were monitored and weighed daily. All experiments adhered to the guidelines 

approved by the Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Committee. 

 

CD8+ T cell in vitro stimulation. Spleens were dissected from naïve WT or Mavs-/- mice, and 

mechanically homogenized. Tissue suspension was collected in 1% FBS-HBSS and spun down. 

Cells were lysed with ACK lysis buffer (Lonza) for 5 minutes at 4°C. Lysis was stopped with 10 

mLs of FBS-HBSS and suspension was passed through a 70 μM filter. CD8+ T cells were isolated 

using the MojoSort Negative Selection Kit (Biolegend, 480035) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. After isolation, cells were washed, counted, and resuspended at 2 x 106 CD8+ T 

cells/mL in complete T cell media (10% FBS, Non-essential amino acids, glutamine, HEPES, 

antibiotics, sodium pyruvate, RPMI). Cells were processed immediately for use, or stimulated with 
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anti- CD3 (1 μg/mL, Tonbo Biosciences) and anti- CD28 (1 μg/mL, Tonbo Biosciences) at 37°C 

for the indicated time.  

 

Adoptive transfer experiments.  Spleens from naïve WT or Mavs-/- W4B mice were processed 

to a single-cell suspension, red-blood cells were lysed, and CD8+ T cells were isolated using a 

negative-selection kit. Cells were counted and resuspended in sterile PBS at 5 x 103 cells/ 100 μL 

(unless stated otherwise). Mice were anesthetized using an isoflurane vaporizer, and 100 μL of cell 

suspension was administered via the retro-orbital route to each recipient. At 8 days p.i. (unless 

otherwise indicated), mice were anesthetized and intravital labeling was performed by injecting 

100 μL of CD8-APC or CD8-PE (1:20 dilution in PBS) via the retro-orbital route. After 5 minutes, 

mice were euthanized via isoflurane overdose. Spleens and brains were collected in 1% FBS-

HBSS and placed on ice for processing. Spleens were mechanically homogenized, lysed in ACK 

lysis buffer for 5 minutes at 4°C, and passed through a 70 μM to obtain a single cell-suspension. 

Brains were mechanically homogenized, digested for 15 min at room temperature in Liberase 

(Sigma, #540102000, 50 μg) diluted in PBS, and pushed through a filter to obtain a single-cell 

suspension. Cells were resuspended in a 30% Percoll-PBS (GE Healthcare) solution and spun at 

2000 rpm for 20 min. The top layer was discarded to remove any myelin debris, and the pellet was 

collected. Brain and spleen single cell suspensions were resuspended in 10% FBS-DMEM and 

stored on ice until ready for staining for flow cytometry analysis.  

 

Flow cytometry analysis. Single-cell suspensions were spun down, and resuspended in anti-

CD16/32 (Tonbo, Clone 2.4G2) blocking solution for 20 minutes at 4°C. If indicated, tetramer 
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staining was performed after the blocking step by resuspending cells in NS4B tetramer (Yerkes 

Tetramer Core) diluted 1:250 in FACS (1%FBS-PBS) buffer. If indicated, MitoTracker Orange 

(ThermoFisher) staining was performed after blocking; a fresh vial of MitoTracker Orange was 

resuspended in DMSO, and diluted 1:10,000 in sterile PBS. Cells were resuspended in 

MitoTracker:PBS solution (1 million cells/ 1 mL), and incubated for 15 min at 37°C. After 

incubation cells were washed with 10% FBS-RPMI. For all experiments; cell suspensions were 

spun down, and stained with Live/Dead Ghost Dye stain (Tonbo Biosciences) for 20 minutes at 

4°C. Cells were washed, and resuspended in the indicated surface stain in FACS buffer for 20 

minutes at 4°C. After staining, cells were washed and fixed in 2%PFA-PBS for 20 minutes at room 

temperature. Precision count beads (Biolegend) were added to samples to obtain counts. Samples 

were run on a BD FACS Symphony A5 or a LSRII.  

 

The following antibodies were used in this study: CD45.2-PE-Cy7 (Tonbo, Clone:104 ), CD45.1-

vF450 (Tonbo, A20), CD3-BUV737C  (BD Biosciences, 1452C11 ), CD8-APC, CD8-AF700 (BD 

Pharmingen, 52-6.7 ), CD44-APC-Cy7(Tonbo, IM7), CD62L-PerCpCy5.5 (BD Biosciences, 

MEL-14), PD-1-BV650 (BD Biosciences, J43), ICOS-BUV395 (Fisher Scientific, C398.4A), 

IFNɣ-PE-Dazzle (Biolegend, XMG1.2), TNFα-BV711 (BD Biosciences, MP6-XT22), Perforin-

PE (Biolegend, S1600A), KLRG1-BV605 (BioLegend, MAFA), IL-7R-FITC (Biolegend, 

A7R34). 

 

Ex vivo stimulation for cytokine analysis. Freshly isolated single cell suspensions were incubated 

with NS4B tetramer (1 μg/mL) and Golgi-Plug (1 μg/mL, BD Biosciences) for 5 hours at 37°C. 
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Cells were washed, and surface staining for flow cytometry was performed as described above. 

Cells were fixed in 2% PFA-PBS for 30 min at 4°C. After fixation, cells were permeabilized using 

a FoxP3 Fix/Perm Kit (Tonbo). Permeabilized cells were stained for intracellular cytokine analysis 

in FACS Buffer containing the following antibodies : IFNɣ, TNFα, Perforin 

 

Immunoblotting. Cells were lysed in cold, modified radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer 

(1.2% Tris, 8.7% NaCL, 10% Na-deoxycholate, 10% Triton X-100) supplemented with Halt 

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (ThermoFisher) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail II (Calbiochem) on 

ice for 30 minutes. Lysates were spun down at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C to clear cell 

debris, and the supernatant was removed. Protein concentration was measured using a Bradford 

Assay and 10 μg of protein sample was mixed with loading dye and boiled at 95°C for 15 minutes. 

Samples underwent SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis as previously described to detect MAVS 

(Cell Signaling, #4983S), and Tubulin (Cell Signaling, #3873(157).  

 

RNA-Sequencing. As described above, brains and spleens from 7 day p.i. mice or naïve mice 

were processed to single cell suspensions. Cells were stained with CD45.2(PE-Cy7), 

CD45.1(Bv450), CD8(AF700), CD3(PerCpCy5.5), and Live/Dead (BV510) for 30 min at 4°C. 

Transferred W4B cells were sorted using congenic markers (n = 4-5 per group), 10,000 viable cells 

were sorted into 100 μl RLT buffer (Qiagen) with β2-mercaptoethanol (1:100). mRNA sequencing 

libraries were prepared and sequenced at Yerkes Genomics Core 

(http://www.yerkes.emory.edu/nhp_genomics_core/). Reads were mapped to the GENCODE 

mouse reference genome (GRCm38.p5, release M16) as previously described (192). Reads were 
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normalized and differentially expressed gene analysis was performed using DESeq2 (194). 

Normalized read counts were expressed as fold change over mock values. Gene set enrichment 

analysis was performed using software from the Broad institute and the Hallmarks gene set from 

the MSigDB database. Identification of transcription factor networks was performed using the 

iRegulon plug-in for Cytoscape software. The data provided in this paper will be deposited in 

NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus and will be available through a GEO accession number. 

 

Cell-Trace Violet proliferation tracking. Naïve W4B WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells were 

isolated from spleens as described above. Isolated W4B cells were stained with Cell Trace Violet 

(1 μL/ 10 million cells, Thermo Fisher) for 20 minutes at 37°C, then washed and spun down. 

Stained cells were resuspended at 1 x 106 cells/ 100 μL in sterile PBS. CTV-labelled W4B cells 

were adoptively transferred into C57Bl/6 mice at day 5 post WNV-TX infection via the retro-

orbital route (100 μL cells/mouse). Mice were euthanized at day 7 post infection (2 days after 

transfer) and spleens were collected for flow cytometry analysis as described above.  

 

Seahorse Assays. As described above, CD8+ T cells from WT and Mavs-/- mice were isolated and 

stimulated for 24 hours. Naïve and stimulated CD8+ T cell numbers were counted and 200,000 

cells were added to each well of a Poly-D-Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich) coated Seahorse cell culture 

plate and spun down at 400 x g for 5 minutes to create an adherent monolayer. The supernatant 

was removed and replaced with XF assay media (150 μL total, Agilent Technologies), and the 

cells were equilibrated for 30 minutes in an XF prep station. Mitochondrial stress assays were 

performed in a Seahorse Extracellular 96 well analyzer (Agilent Technologies) by measuring 
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oxygen consumption rate before and after the addition of oligomycin (2 μM, Sigma-Aldrich), 

FCCP (2.5 μM), and Rotenone/Atinomycin (1.25 μM, Sigma-Aldrich). Glycolytic flux tests were 

performed by measuring extracellular acidification rate before and after the addition of glucose 

(10 mM, Sigma-Aldrich), oligomycin (2 μM), and 2-DG (50 mM, Sigma-Aldrich). Greater than 6 

technical replicates were used for each condition.  

 

Transmission electron microscopy. WT and Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells were isolated and stimulated 

as described above. For each sample, 3 million cells were collected and washed 3 times with PBS. 

To remove excess salts, cells were washed 2 times with cocodyllate fix buffer (pH 7.4) twice 

before post-fixation in 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 hour.  After additional buffer rinses, samples 

were dehydrated through an ethanol series and then with three additional, 15-minute, 100% ethanol 

exchanges.  Samples were initially infiltrated with a mixture of propylene oxide and Eponate 12 

resin (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA), then embedded in pure Eponate 12 resin in BEEM capsules 

(Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA), and finally placed in a 60C oven for polymerization. 80-90 nm 

ultrathin sections were cut with a Leica EM CU6 ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems Inc., 

Buffalo Grove, IL), and placed on 200 mesh copper grids.  Sections were stained with uranyl 

acetate for 15 minutes followed by lead citrate for 15 minutes. Sections were imaged on a JEOL 

JEM-1400 transmission electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 80 kV. Images were 

acquired at magnifications ranging from 2000x to 5000x using a Gatan US1000 CCD camera 

(Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA). 
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Figure 1. MAVS regulates mitochondrial number and elongation in activated CD8+ T cells. 

WT or Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells were isolated from naïve spleens, and used immediately for assays or 

stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 for up to 48 hours. A) Samples were collected at the indicated 

timepoints and analyzed via western blot for MAVS expression. B) Frequency of naïve (CD62L+ 

CD44-) or activated (CD62L- CD44+) WT or Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells at 48 hours post activation. C) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on naïve and stimulated WT or Mavs-/- 

CD8+ T cells. Representative images are shown for each condition, below each image are 

magnified images of a representative mitochondria from the above cell. D) 30-50 cells per group 

were used to quantify the following measurements of mitochondria; total number, total surface 

area, aspect ratio. Results are representative of 3 independent experiments. Statistical significance 

was determined using unpaired student’s t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05, **= p<0.01, 

***= p<0.001, ****= <0.0001. 
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Figure 2. MAVS promotes oxidative phosphorylation in activated CD8+ T cells. A) A 

Seahorse oxidative stress test was performed for the indicated samples. Representative oxygen 

consumption rates (OCR) are shown (average of 6+ technical replicates) for one biological 

replicate before and after the addition of oligomycin (oligo), FCCP, and rotenone/atinomycin 

(R/A). B) The indicated measure of mitochondrial function as determined by seahorse assay at 24 

hours post stimulation (3-4 biological replicates per group). C) A Seahorse glycolytic flux test was 

performed for the indicated samples. Representative extracellular acidification rates (ECAR) are 

shown (average of 6+ technical replicates) for one biological replicate before and after the addition 

of glucose, oligomycin (oligo), and 2-deoxyglucose (2DG). D) The indicated measure of glycolytic 

flux as determined by seahorse assay (3-4 biological replicates per group). Results are 

representative of 3 independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined using 

unpaired student’s t-tests. * = p<0.05, **= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001, ****= <0.0001. 
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Figure 3. MAVS-mediated metabolism promotes CD8+ T cell proliferation. A) Experimental 

schematic. WT or Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells were isolated from naïve mice, labelled with cell trace 

violet (CTV), and stimulated with (αCD3/CD28) for 48 hours with varying concentrations of 

added glucose. Proliferation was analyzed by tracking CTV dilutions via flow cytometry. B) The 

percentage of WT cells in each division at varying concentrations of added glucose. C) The 

percentage of WT or Mavs-/- cells in each division with 0.1 mM glucose, or on the right, the 

percentage of undivided cells from each genotype at varying concentrations of glucose. Results 

are representative of 3 independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined using 

unpaired student’s t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05, **= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001, ****= 

<0.0001. 
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Figure 4. Mavs-/- W4B cells have dysregulated metabolic profiles during WNV infection. WT 

or Mavs-/- W4B cells were adoptively transferred via the retro-orbital route to congenically distinct 

WT mice (50,000 cells/mouse). 1 day post transfer, mice were infected with WNV-TX (100 pfu) 

via subcutaneous footpad inoculation and at 7 days p.i., sorted from the brain for mRNA-Seq 

analysis (n=4-5) A) Normalized read counts for Mavs are shown for WT W4B cells from the 

spleens of naive (grey) and infected (black) mice. B) Normalized read counts in WT W4B cells 

sorted from spleens at day 0 and 7 days p.i. for selected RLR pathway genes. C) DEG analysis 

was performed by comparing WT and Mavs-/- genes to their respective naïve controls. WT and 

Mavs-/- fold change over naive were plotted against each other to highlight DEGs expressed in both 

(orange), WT only (green), or Mavs-/- only (red). Non-significant genes are highlighted in grey 

(cutoffs: fold-change <-2 or > 2, p-value< 0.01). D) GSEA using Hallmarks data set of WT over 

Mavs-/- for the indicated gene sets. E) Heatmap of the indicated gene set for WT and Mavs-/- fold 

change over mock. D) Adoptively transferred WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells were analyzed via flow 

cytometry from the brain at 8 days p.i. for mitochondrial potential. Left; representative flow plots 

of MitoTracker orange staining in the two genotypes, Right; percentage of each genotype that was 

MitoTracker Orange High. Results are representative of 2 independent experiments with 4-6 mice 

each. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired student’s t-tests or two-way ANOVA. 

* = p<0.05. 
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Figure 5. Cell-intrinsic MAVS promotes antigen-specific CD8+ T cell accumulation and 

cytotoxicity during WNV infection. W4B cells were isolated from WT or Mavs-/- mice, 

adoptively transferred and on day 8 p.i. with WNV-TX, brains were collected for flow cytometry 

analysis. A) Representative flow plot illustrating the gating strategy to identify transferred WT 

W4B cells. Quantification of the frequency (of total NS4B tetramer+ cells) and count of WT and 

Mavs-/- W4B cells in the brain on the right. B) Frequency and total count of  WT and Mavs-/- W4B 

cells in the spleen. C) Representative flow plots illustrating the percentage of naïve (CD62L+ 

CD44-) and activated (CD62L- CD44+) W4B cells of each genotype. Non-specific (NS4B 

tetramer-) CD8+ T cells are illustrated as a control. Frequencies are quantified on the right. D-E) 

mRNA-Seq analysis was performed on WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated from the brain as 

described in Fig. 3. D) All significant DEGs are highlighted in grey, genes included in the indicated 

gene set are highlighted in purple (Terminal Effector) or pink (Memory Precursor). E) Heatmap 

of the indicated gene sets in WT and Mavs-/- cells. F-G) Cells were isolated from the brain and 

stimulated ex vivo with NS4B peptide (1 ug/mL) and GolgiStop for 5 hours at 37°C. Intracellular 

staining was used to analyze cytokine and cytotoxic molecule production. F) Representative flow 

plots of IFNɣ and TNFα production by WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells from the brain or spleen, 

illustrating the frequency of W4B cells in each quadrant (Q1: IFNɣ-TNFα-, Q2: IFNɣ-TNFα+, Q3: 

IFNɣ+TNFα-, Q4: IFNɣ+TNFα+). G) Representative histograms of perforin expression in WT or 

Mavs-/- W4B cells from the brain, with the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) quantified on the 

right. Results are representative of 2 independent experiments with 4-6 mice each. Statistical 

significance was determined using unpaired student’s t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05, 

**= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001. 
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Figure 6. MAVS promotes proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells during viral 

infection. mRNA-Seq analysis was performed on WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells isolated from the brain 

as described in Fig. 3. A) GSEA of WT (left, blue) over Mavs-/- (red, right) for the indicated gene 

sets from the Hallmarks collection (MSigDB). B) The iRegulon plug-in for cytoscape software 

was used to identify the transcription factors driving DEGs in both genotypes, WT only, or Mavs-

/- only. Bubble size indicates the number of targets for the indicated transcription factor, bubble 

color indicates the normalized enrichment score (NES). C) Heatmap of the indicated genes related 

to the mitotic spindle. D) WT mice were infected with WNV-TX, and at 5 days p.i. received CTV 

labelled naïve WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells. At 7 days p.i., spleens were analyzed via flow cytometry 

for CTV expression. Representative histograms of CTV dilutions in W4B cells, the corresponding 

percentages in each division, and division index below. Results are representative of 2 independent 

experiments with 4-5 mice each. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired student’s 

t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05, **= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001.  

 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Naive CD8+ T cell function is not impacted by MAVS.  CD8+ T cells 

were isolated from naïve WT or Mavs-/- spleens and adoptively transferred (50,000 cells/mouse) 

to a congenically distinct WT recipient. One day post transfer mice were infected with WNV-TX 

(100 pfu/mouse) and at day 7 post infection brains and spleens were harvested, processed to single 

cell suspension, and W4B cells were sorted then subjected to mRNA-Seq. A) Experimental 

schematic. B) Gating strategy to identify W4B cells. C) Representative flow plots showing the 

expression of CD62L and CD44 on Singlet, Live, CD3+, CD8+ cells from naïve WT or Mavs-/- 

W4B cells. D) W4B cells were sorted from the spleens of naïve WT or Mavs-/- mice and analyzed 

via RNA-seq (n=4). Volcano plot illustrating the fold change (log2) of genes from Mavs-/- W4B 

cells over WT (lines indicate cutoff values, FC <-2 or >2, p-value <0.01). Highlighted in red are 
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genes significantly upregulated (16 transcripts), in blue significantly downregulated (27 

transcripts) in Mavs-/- compared to WT.  

 

Supplemental Figure 2. MAVS does not impact activation or differentiation of CD8+ T cells 

during viral infection. WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells were adoptively transferred to WT mice, infected 

with WNV-TX, and harvested at 8 days p.i. and analyzed via flow cytometry. Histograms and the 

corresponding MFIs of A) ICOS expression, B) PD-1 expression or C) CD44 expression on  WT 

or Mavs-/- W4B cells from the brain. D) Representative flow plots of MPEC (IL-7Rhi, KLRG1lo) 

and SLEC (IL-7Rlo, KLRG1hi) populations, and the corresponding quantification on the right, in 

WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells from the spleen. Results are representative of 2 independent 

experiments with 4-6 mice each. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired student’s 

t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05 
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Supplemental Figure 3. MAVS promotes cytotoxicity in splenic W4B cells. WT or Mavs-/- 

W4B cells were adoptively transferred to WT mice, infected with WNV-TX, harvested at 8 days 

p.i., and analyzed via flow cytometry. A) Quantification of the percentage of naïve (CD62L+ 

CD44-) and activated (CD62L- CD44+) W4B cells from the spleen. B) Quantification of the MFI 

of PD-1 and ICOS on splenic W4B cells. C) Representative flow plots of IFNɣ and TNFα 

production by WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells from the spleen. The percentage of W4B cells in each 

quadrant is quantified on the right (Q1: IFNɣ-TNFα-, Q2: IFNɣ-TNFα+, Q3: IFNɣ+TNFα-, Q4: 

IFNɣ+TNFα+). D) Representative histograms of perforin expression in WT or Mavs-/- W4B cells 

from the spleen. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired student’s t-tests or two-

way ANOVA. * = p<0.05, **= p<0.01. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. MAVS promotes cell cycle transcript expression and metabolism in 

splenic CD8+ T cells during viral infection. RNA-Seq analysis was performed on WT or Mavs-

/- W4B cells isolated from the spleen as described in Fig. 3. A) WT  and Mavs-/- fold change over 

mock were plotted against each other to highlight DEGs expressed in both (orange), WT only 

(green), or Mavs-/- only (red). Non-significant genes are highlighted in grey (cutoffs: FC< or > 2, 

p-value< 0.01). B) All significant DEGs are highlighted in grey, genes included in the indicated 

gene set are highlighted in purple (Terminal Effector) or pink (Memory Precursor). C) Heatmap 

of the indicated gene sets in WT and Mavs-/- cells. D) GSEA of WT (left, blue) over Mavs-/- (red, 

right) for the indicated gene sets from the Hallmarks collection (MSigDB). E) Heatmap of the 

indicated genes related to the mitotic spindle. F) GSEA of WT over Mavs-/- for the indicted 

Hallmarks Gene sets.  
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Supplemental Figure 5. MAVS does not impact apoptosis of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. 

A) Experimental schematic of proliferation tracking experiment. WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells were 

isolated from naïve mice and stained with cell-trace violet (CTV). 1 x 106 W4B cells were 

transferred into congenically distinct WT mice at Day 5 p.i. with WNV-TX. 48 hours post transfer 

(Day 7 p.i.) spleens were harvested and analyzed via flow cytometry to track CTV dilution.  B) 

Representative flow plots of CD62L vs CD44 staining and the corresponding quantification below 

in WT and Mavs-/- W4B. C) Representative Annexin V flow plots on WT and Mavs-/- W4B cells, 

using NS4b Tetramer- non-specific CD8+ T cells as a gating control, results are quantified on the 

right. Results are representative of 2 independent experiments with 4-5 mice each. Statistical 

significance was determined using unpaired student’s t-tests or two-way ANOVA. * = p<0.05 
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DISCUSSION 

CD8+ T cell programming differs based on anatomic location.  

 In part 1, we find that CD8+ T cell phenotype and function is influenced by anatomic 

localization. Despite identical clonality, WNV-specific CD8+ T cells isolated from the spleen, 

dcLN, scLN, meninges, and brain all had distinct kinetics, phenotypic, transcriptional, and 

functional profiles. Splenic, dcLN, and scLN localized CD8+ T cells peaked 2 days earlier than 

meningeal or brain localized CD8+ T cells. CD8+ T cell kinetics thus track roughly with WNV 

kinetics with a 1-2 day delay. Dye tracking studies have demonstrated that CD8+ T cells from 

the brain parenchyma extravasate into meningeal lymphatic vessels, which if located in the 

olfactory bulb drain to the scLN or in the cortex/cerebellum to the dcLN (68, 71). Interestingly 

during WNV infection we found that expansion of CD8+ T cells to the dcLN and scLN occurs 

prior to accumulation in the parenchyma and meninges. CD8+ T cells can be locally primed in 

the CNS-draining lymph nodes by parenchymal antigen as demonstrated in models of multiple 

sclerosis (68, 213). Thus, dcLN or scLN localized CD8+ T cells could be proliferating locally in 

response to viral antigen. Alternatively, CD8+ T cells can also be primed in the periphery and 

then migrate into the CNS, even in the absence of CNS infection (214). Whether CNS localized 

CD8+ T cells during WNV infection are primed in the periphery or the CNS-draining lymph 

nodes is not clear. Since studies in the gut have demonstrated that priming in different lymph 

nodes can affect the programming of T cells as tolerogenic or proinflammatory, this will be an 

important topic for future studies. (215) 

Our study found that dcLN and scLN CD8+ T cell phenotypes were distinct from 

meningeal or parenchymal CD8+ T cells, as well as splenic CD8+ T cells. While similar in 

cytokine expression, dcLN and scLN localized CD8+ T cells did have differences in CD44 and 
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ICOS expression. These differences in WNV-specific CD8+ T cells in the dcLN  as compared to 

the scLN, could be due to the different regions drained by each respective lymph nodes (68, 71). 

At later timepoints, when CNS-draining lymph nodes are controlling viral infection, the 

parenchyma still has high WNV burden. As the dcLN primarily receives lymph from the 

cortices, the dcLN may be experiencing a mixed population of dcLN resident CD8+ T cells and 

those draining from the parenchyma that are still experiencing antigen (68, 71). Thus the 

disparate phenotypes between CNS-draining LNs could be due to environmental cues obtained 

while passing through different regions of the CNS. 

 Our study observed substantial differences between peripheral and brain/meningeal 

localized CD8+ T cells. Interestingly, meningeal localized CD8+ T cells had an ‘intermediate’ 

phenotype between peripheral and brain parenchymal cells with respect to activation markers 

and cytokine expression. The meningeal phenotype could be due to distinct meninges-specific 

signaling. In models of multiple sclerosis, CD4+ T cells are reactivated by meningeal APCs, 

which promote CNS damage (66). In coronavirus infection, meningeal CCL19 and CCL21 help 

recruit and reactivate CD8+ T cells to promote protection (116). Differences between meningeal 

and brain parenchymal programming could also represent a sequential ‘reprogramming’, as 

previous studies have identified that movement from the brain vasculature to the parenchyma has 

additional layers of regulation. In WNV models of infection, CD8+ T cells localized to the 

vasculature require CXCR3 and downregulation of CXCR4 to move from the brain vasculature 

into the parenchyma (108, 113, 176). Last, CD8+ T cells localized to the brain parenchyma not 

only enter but also egress through the meninges (68). Thus, the ‘intermediate’ phenotype of 

meningeal CD8+ T cells could be independent of meningeal signals but instead represent a mix 

of infiltrating and egressing parenchymal CD8+ T cells.  
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 In our model of WNV infection we noted that brain parenchyma localized CD8+ T cells 

have a distinct phenotype. One possible mechanism for this differential programming could be 

exposure to unique cell types only present in the brain parenchyma such as neurons, astrocytes, 

and microglia. Microglia have been previously implicated in the regulation of CD8+ T cell 

responses as they can directly present antigen on MHC-I to CD8+ T cells, and this interaction is 

essential for CD8+ T cell mediated viral control (216). Microglia can also secrete a variety of 

cytokines in response to WNV infection that influence CD8+ T cell responses, including 

CXCL10, CCL2, and TNFα (217). Beyond distinct cellular composition, the brain parenchyma 

also has altered nutrient availability and bioenergetic demands compared to peripheral organs. 

For example, asparagine cannot cross the blood brain barrier, therefore CNS resident cells must 

synthesize this amino acid, and accordingly we see that asparagine synthetase (Asns) is highly 

expressed in brain W4B cells compared to splenic during WNV infection (218).  Studies in a 

model of multiple sclerosis also noted distinct metabolic profiles in CNS resident cells, with a 

prevalence of highly glycolytic CD8+ T cells in the brain parenchyma (219). Thus, the unique 

environment and cellular composition of the brain parenchyma likely influence CD8+ T cell 

programming during WNV infection.  

A unexpected finding from our analysis in part 1 was that CNS localized CD8+ T cells had 

high expression of inhibitory receptors. Engagement of inhibitory receptors inhibits the release of 

cytokines and cytotoxic molecules by  CD8+ T cells. High expression of inhibitory receptors is 

associated with an exhaustion of CD8+ T cells induced by chronic infections (183, 189). However, 

upregulation of inhibitory receptors can also occur during acute infection in response to TCR 

stimulation or when cells are receiving suppressive signals in order to limit pathology (181, 182).  

PD-1 expression in particular has been associated with the regulation of CD8+ T cells in the CNS.  
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PD1:PD-L1 interactions promote the establishment of resident memory T (TRM) cell populations 

within the CNS following encephalitis from murine cytomegalovirus infection or murine 

polyomavirus infection (181, 182). PD-1 expression was particularly elevated on CD8+ T cells 

localized to the meninges, and previous studies suggest that most brain resident CD8+ T cells 

reside near blood vessels, likely in the meninges (212). Previously published data found that W4B 

cells express elevated levels of CD103 and CD69 in the brain. Combined with high PD-1 

expression, these data may suggest the establishment of TRM cells in the CNS, particularly in the 

meninges, following WNV infection (104). Il10ra, the IL-10 receptor gene, is also upregulated on 

brain W4B cells. IL-10 is primarily produced by T regulatory (Treg) cells and previous studies have 

found a correlation between Treg cell numbers during and protection during WNV neuroinvasive 

disease both humans and mice (190). This suggests a link between a regulatory environment and 

protection from immunopathology in the CNS. Further studies are needed to assess the impact of 

Treg cells and PD-1 on WNV-specific CD8+ T cell function.  

 In addition to environmental regulation, WNV-specific CD8+ T cells in the brain are 

subject to cell-intrinsic CNS-specific regulation as well. LGP2 was identified to promote CD8+ 

T cell survival during WNV infection, but only in the CNS, as the receptor had a minimal role in 

the peripheral T cell response (157). In a model of EAE, the expression of DNA binding 

molecule TOX, was found to be essential for the acquisition of encephalitogenic potential by 

CD8+ T cells (220). Tissue specific regulation has also been noted in other tissues. For example, 

Runx3 promotes CD8+ T cell resident memory formation in specifically non-lymphoid tissues 

(221). In part 2, we identified another unique regulator of CD8+ T cell function, MAVS. While 

MAVS promotes CD8+ T cell proliferation and metabolism both in the periphery and CNS, we 

noted a stronger phenotype in the CNS. Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells in the brain parenchyma had more 
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pronounced metabolic dysregulation and expansion deficits. As our in vitro data found that 

MAVS played a role in promoting proliferation during nutrient-limited conditions, this could 

lead to a larger role for MAVS in CD8+ T cells in nutrient restricted environments, such as the 

brain parenchyma.  

 

MAVS and the mitochondrion 

In part 2, we identified a novel CD8+ T cell intrinsic role for MAVS in promoting 

metabolism and proliferation that was dependent on TCR signaling. Canonical RLR signaling 

requires the activation of MAVS by RIG-I or MDA5 after recognition of an RNA virus, however 

it’s unlikely this mechanism occurs in CD8+ T cells. (195). First, previous studies have shown that 

MDA5 does not have a T-cell intrinsic signaling function during WNV infection, while the role of 

RIG-I is unknown (154, 157). Second, CD8+ T cells are not targets of WNV infection, and our 

data found that MAVS regulates metabolism in a virus free model of T cell activation. However, 

alternate methods of MAVS activation have been described; in murine embryonic fibroblasts the 

release of reactive-oxygen species (ROS) was sufficient to induce MAVS aggregation 

independently of viral infection (173). As part of the TCR signaling cascade, ROS seems a likely 

candidate for the incorporation of MAVS signaling into CD8+ T cell activation. Whether ROS-

induced aggregation of MAVS is dependent on RIG-I is unknown. Additionally, it’s possible that 

the role of MAVS in CD8+ T cells is not dependent on aggregation. Future studies will delineate 

the precise connections between TCR signaling, RIG-I, ROS, and MAVS function.  

The RLR signaling pathway is connected with changes in mitochondrial dynamics. 

Mitochondrial potential is required for RLR signaling and signal propagation is further promoted 
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by reactive oxygen species release (147, 152, 173, 203). A feedback loop mechanisms exists 

between mitochondrial fusion and the RLR pathway, where mitochondrial fusion enhances RLR 

signaling, which in turn promotes mitochondrial fusion (147). In part 2, we find that Mavs-/- CD8+ 

T cells have increased numbers of mitochondria as compared to WT cells and these mitochondria 

are circular with disorganized cristae. This is a phenotype that is characteristic of cells with a defect 

in mitochondrial fusion (201). Disordered cristae is particularly associated with an accumulation 

of dysfunctional mitochondria, suggesting a defect in mitophagy, which has previously been linked 

to the RLR pathway (148). MFN1 and MFN2 are key regulators of mitochondrial fission and 

fusion and both molecules have been demonstrated to physically interact with MAVS by 

immunoprecipitation assays (150, 152). Together these data warrant further studies into the role 

of MAVS in mitochondrial dynamics and autophagy. In part 2, we focused on MAVS at the 

mitochondria, however MAVS is also located at the mitochondrial-associated-membrane 

subdomain of the ER and peroxisomes (204, 205). Comparison of the transcriptomes of WT and 

Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells identified differences in genes related to ER stress genes and ATF-4. This 

suggests a role for MAVS in CD8+ T cells at the ER, but future studies are needed to determine if 

this a primary function of MAVS or a secondary consequence of dysregulated mitochondria.   

Dynamic regulation of metabolic pathways is crucial for the initiation of CD8+ T cell 

responses and subsequent differentiation into terminal effector or memory cells. Naïve CD8+ T 

cells are relatively metabolically quiescent, and rely on fatty acid oxidation and oxidative 

phosphorylation for their homeostatic needs (200). After activation, CD8+ T cells will increase 

both oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis (196, 197). Our study found no role for MAVS in 

the upregulation of glycolysis, but dramatically reduced levels of oxidative phosphorylation. The 

upregulation of mitochondrial metabolism and the release of mitochondrial ROS is essential for 
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T cells to exit quiescence, and accordingly, we see that Mavs-/- CD8+ T cells have lower levels of 

entry into the proliferative cycle, that was dependent on their inability to perform non-glycolytic 

metabolism (196). However, after initial activation, CD8+ T cells rely primarily on glycolysis 

and oxidative phosphorylation is dispensable during the effector phase (199). Changes in 

glycolysis can also affect T cell function, as the engagement of glycolysis is needed for IFNɣ 

production (197). Our in vitro data found that MAVS functions independently of glycolysis, and 

accordingly we find no defect in the activation status (CD44, ICOS expression) or IFNɣ 

expression in Mavs/- CD8+ T cells in mice. Thus the promotion of oxidative phosphorylation by 

MAVS is essential during the initial proliferative burst after antigen recognition in CD8+ T cells, 

but may be dispensable during the effector phase.  

Mitochondrial respiration is essential for the establishment and maintenance of memory 

CD8+ T cells, and limited mitochondrial spare respiratory capacity inhibits the ability of memory 

T cells to respond to antigen (198, 201). Rapid recall responses in memory CD8+ T cells are 

supported by elongated, super-complexed mitochondria (201). MAVS was necessary for 

mitochondrial remodeling and increased spare respiratory capacity after TCR stimulation and 

thus could impact memory formation. Additionally, tissue resident memory T cells have unique 

metabolic programs as compared to effector or central memory T cells (222). As the impact of 

MAVS was more pronounced in the brain, and the role of MAVS in promoting proliferation was 

dependent on nutrient limiting conditions; MAVS may be important for the maintenance of 

CNS-resident T cells. Future studies will determine if MAVS promotes the effector to memory 

switch and the persistence of memory CD8+ T cells in the CNS.   

Mitochondrial dynamics and oxidative phosphorylation have been linked to T cell 

dysfunction in other models of disease. During chronic LCMV infection, CD8+ T cells display 
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mitochondrial dysregulation characterized by a PD-1 dependent depolarization of the 

mitochondrion (223). In cancer models, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) show profound 

metabolic dysfunction. Analysis of TILs found decreased mitochondrial function attributable to a 

decrease in mitochondrial biogenesis (224). The tumor microenvironment has unique nutrient 

availability, and accordingly one study identified that in glucose derived cells the ER-stress 

response was inappropriately activated and repressed mitochondrial function, ultimately leading 

to T cell exhaustion (225). This study highlights the importance of different nutrient 

environments on T cell function, a phenomenon we noted with MAVS as well. One feature of 

exhausted TILs is a defect in mitophagy that was dependent on both TCR and PD-1 signaling 

(226). However, blockade of PD-1 signaling could re-invigorate TIL mitochondrial metabolism 

in a Bhlhe40 dependent mechanism (227). These studies highlight the potentially wide-ranging 

effects of TCR and microenvironment dependent MAVS-mediated mitochondrial respiration in 

various models of T cell exhaustion and cancer.  

 

T cells and CNS function 

As neurons are a non-renewing cell, during CNS infections CD8+ T cells balance a 

critical line between clearing pathogens from the brain while simultaneously limiting neuronal 

damage. In section 1, we demonstrated that brain CD8+ T cells are highly efficient at controlling 

viral infection in neurons and preferentially secrete IFNɣ in response to WNV antigen. Studies in 

a model of Sindbis virus have demonstrated that both IFNɣ and the IFNGR1 promote the 

clearance of virus with non-redundant effects (187). Interestingly, IFNɣ promoted viral control 

without cytolysis of infected neurons in a JAK/STAT dependent manner (119, 187). Other in 

vitro studies have identified that in neurons, but not in fibroblasts, IFNɣ can signal through 
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ERK1/2 to block caspase-3 dependent apoptosis (228).  This mechanism of non-cytolytic IFNɣ 

dependent viral clearance has also been observed in an in vivo model of lymphochoriomeningitis 

(LCMV) infection. Therapeutically administered LCMV-specific CD8+ T cells were able to non-

cytolytically control a persistent viral infection in the brain by upregulating the expression of 

STAT1 in microglia and other CNS-resident cells (229). This pathway has also been noted in 

non-viral models of disease, as during T cell driven autoimmune encephalitis, CNS-infiltrating 

CD8+ T cells secrete IFNɣ which drives expression of STAT1 in neurons (230). Thus, CD8+ T 

cell derived IFNɣ is an important common mechanism to restrict infection of neurons with 

minimal damage.  

In section 1, we observed high levels of IFNɣ secretion not only in the brain parenchyma, 

but also in meningeal localized CD8+ T cells. While anti-viral T cells in the meninges could be 

important for controlling viral replication in APCs located in that compartment, other models of 

disease have noted pathologic effects of T cells in the meninges. Meningitis severity has been 

linked to increased levels of cytokines, including TNFα and IFNɣ (231). In a model of HIV-

cryptococcal meningitis, low levels of cytokine secretion in the meninges was beneficial for 

pathogen control but high cytokine levels drove negative disease outcome (232). Immunity in the 

meningeal space can also drive cognitive dysfunction, as meningitis has been associated with 

defects in neurogenesis, synaptic coupling, and neuronal circuitry (233-235). In a model of 

LCMV viral infection, CD8+ T cell derived IFNɣ, but not perforin or FasL, specifically 

promoted the loss of neuronal dendrites (235). In the absence of infection, most CNS resident T 

cells are located in the meninges, and studies of immunodeficient mice have demonstrated that 

even during homeostasis meningeal T cells can impact neurological function (65) (236). For 

example, IL-17 production by meningeal ɣδ-T cells was found to impact cortical neurons and 
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regulate anxiety behavior under steady state conditions (237). Studies of tissue resident memory 

CD8+ T cells in the CNS suggest Trm primarily reside in regions close to blood vessels in the 

meninges after the resolution of infection (212). Our work in section 1 suggests that meningeal 

and parenchymal Trm cells could have different properties however, current studies have not 

delineated between the two Trm populations. Future studies are needed to explore the role of 

specifically meningeal CD8+ T cells on regulating cognition and behavior during homeostasis, 

infection and recovery.  

 While IFNɣ-secreting CD8+ T cells are necessary for the resolution of CNS infections, 

parenchymal T cells may also drive cognitive dysfunction. In studies of tuberculosis meningitis, 

T cells were found to persist in the brain even after the clearance of bacteria, and T cell counts 

were directly correlated with post-infection clinical symptoms (238). Mechanistically, TH1 

derived IFNɣ was found to promote both survival and post-infection neurological sequelae (239). 

Similarly, studies in mice found that elevated numbers of CD8+ T cells could be found up to 16 

weeks post infection with WNV, well after WNV infection is controlled in the parenchyma 

(240). Post-recovery from WNV or Zika virus infection, CD8+ T cells in the hippocampus were 

found to still secrete IFNɣ, which in turn activated microglia. IFNGR signaling on microglia 

promoted phagocytosis of pre- and post-synaptic termini of neurons resulting in spatial learning 

defects in recovering mice (241).  Thus, CD8+ T cells play contrasting roles in controlling virus 

but also promoting post-recovery pathology during CNS infections. Anatomic localization and 

CD8+ T cell intrinsic MAVS signaling are part of a complex network that orchestrates the 

balance between viral clearance and pathology in the CNS. Consideration of tissue-specific 

programming and MAVS signaling in promoting effective resident T cell memory populations 

will be important for vaccine design targeting the CNS.  
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